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'PREFACE
A

Ohio cuAticutum guides soft Vocationat Home Economics have 0

conssentty attempted, to ke6tect Is'uttikisic appAoaches and content.

I

A variety o6 developmentat models have been used in the past. As we

appAvached the tevision on devetopmeritoti a new Consumek/Vomemaking

.CuAAichtum 6OA Ohio, it was intekesing to 4mayzeFthe nature and

depign o6 the tast two guides. The 1966 guide accepted society "as 'is"

and had as its'aim to devetop one's own-Potentiat. It paused on con-

cepts and 9eneAatizations teading to ti6e'shitIS and maniputative motoA

skith with necessaky and.use6ae inpAmation acquiAeg to 6aci4itate

one's own existence. The 1974 guidChad the competency based apptoach

ass its aim 6oA the devetopmentat pkocess, The teacheA diAected needs

assessments and taught technicat skitts to the extent that the/Le cZias a

deMonz

`emphasis on coping With change to impkove the quality o6 the 6amify:

d change in attitude, knowtedge,Iskitts, and behavioA with

This technicat dpwach o6 competency development is stilt a

cukkent emphasis in vakipus cukkicuta £n Ohio. The new tkends in

titekottuke keg

evatudte our value

society, tegAneks, hgme economics conte

g cUkticutum design indicate that we need to Ae-
tk

aims, ouA assumptions concerning the natuke o6

and the teatning pkocesstto

achieve oat aimz. We need to detetmine W is our s ? Wat is 1-

-

wotthwhite? We need to qtati6y and evatudte mod o6 thi king and

utitize these as bases pit cukkieutum and insttucti k We need

to identiliy consequences o6 decisions, booed on the vatue4 teptesented

by these modes o6 Aationatty, to students, 6ami1 y and society.

7
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Thus the 1983 guide had combined the-"best 'aft wofttAS". It

hetps students .learn the tech catskith 46 .tfie
:

occupation oS home-

. making. 06 equal im)5ottance it uses the pftocess'Modet otOnacticat

teasoning to assist both men and wome king action teganding the

petenniat ptobtems that 6ace,indivi 6amitiez tiving in .the

wottd society. No ipngi't can out sti4ents.4mp41-accept the woted "az

is". They need to be Ote to use kniAtedge/6acp,'intetwovenwith the

undetstanding oti the zilliAt.,Lon's pieynd iii6nselve; n, as they

copideft theit own and those' with whom -they ihteta . They need.

to makemake deciiioni and detetmine the conseguenees oti theik ecis ions as

they take action to .improve - theme .own, theift Samity's, and society's

positions in today's wofttd. This the aim and expected outcome oti

this c4tticutum directed -to at t. students -- mate and 6emate who ate

ptanning use6a and gainSut cateefts in the home and -the caMinunity:

The "new" area ,CooftdinatinOloftk and -the Family is idea Soft alt

students, instuding those going into occupational ttaining at the 11th

and 12th grades, those ptanning to'entet cottege, on those who wite be

wotking and maintaining a Shmity in -the newt on move distant 6utute.

The petenniat ptobtems have been identi.Sied. We must help young

peopte develop the z necessaty soh an emancipated society.

ii

&cabana Reed
Supetvizot in Change
Vocationat Education
Home Economics Section
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.1 ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS.

Curriculum development for ao's Consumer/Homemaking program has

always been an exciting challenge, but never more so than this latest-

resource. With the rapid advancements in our society and in educational

circles, numerous directions were explored.

Many consumer and homemaking curriculum models were studied and

evaluated with Dr. Marge Wilsman, Assistant Professor at The Ohiot,State

University, who prvided leadership in classifying characteristics of

alternative styles of development.

The National V-Tec's multi-state project identified the taisks of\

the homemaker. Colorado further identified and validated-homemaking

tasks, as did Indiana. These models were reviewed by Ohio.

Simultaneously, Minnesota and Wisconsin were using ari approach

advocated by Dr. Marjorie Brown. Dr. Brown's "A Conceptive Scheme and

Decision Rules for the Selection and Organization of Home Economics

Curriculum Conteht" served as an instrumental resource in Ohio's

curriculum model decision.

In February, 1980, reports, regarding curriculum approaches were

shared by selected teachers, lyal supervisors, teacher educators, and

state staff. Presenters included: Phyllis Abt, Colorado; Audrey Carr,

Kentucky; Joyce Konzelman and JoAnne Rowe, Indiana; Elaine Stialand,

Wisconsin; and Pat Erickson, reporting on Mi nesota's approach.

A task force was appointed:

Dr. Beulah Sellers Davis, retired Director, School of Home
Economics, Ohio University

Dr. Marge Wilsmafl, Assistant Professor, The Ohio State University

Dr. Joanne Tappenden,-Home Economics Teacher Educator,
University of Akron

Jeannine Morris, Home Economics Supervisor, Tri-County VEPD
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Karen Heath, State Staff, VocetionarWome Economics Section
.Dr, Joanna Ktster, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section
Barbara Reed,-State StAf,'VocationalAtiome Economics Section
Sonia Price, Assistant Director,'Wocational Home Economics Section

Later additions were:

Dena-)Plantz, State Staff, VocationarHome Economics Section
Dr. Gail Henderson, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section
Vicki Melvin, State'Staff, Vocational Home Economics Sec,tion
Larry Petry, Home Economi5s Instructor, Goodrich Junior High School

The task force's basic goal for the curriculum was "Optimum Quality

of Life in Homes and Families" by means of "Developing Knowledge and Skills

for the Occupation of Homemaking". Committees were chosen to research

"What Is' and "What Should Be.,

These committees were:

Needs and Concerns of Adolescents_ Committee

Jeannine lorris, Home EconoMics Supervisor, Tri-County VEPD
Cryst4J Canan, Student, Kent State University
Meta VanNostran, Home Economics Instructor, Athens High S400l- ,

Pat Smith, Home Economic Instructor, Hopewell-Loudon Higkafthodl

Home .ctonomic Curriculum and Curriculum Literature Committee :

. - Dr. MarpOillsman, Home Economics Teacher Educator, The Ohio State
UniverOty (Later replaced by Dr. Janet Laster,'Home Economics N
Teacher Educator, The Ohio State University)

-Barbara Reed, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section
Joan Wilson, Home Economics Instructor, Greenon High School '-

Mattie Jackson, Horne Economics Instructor, Jefferson Twp. High
School

Jane Eiden, Qom Economics Instructor, Northland High School
Penny Reighart, Home Economics Teacher Educator, The Ohio State

University
Wandallogler, Displaced Homemaker Coordinator, Springfield-

Clark County JVSD

Work and the Family Committee

Dr. Joanna Kister, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section

Ruth Billingsley, Home Economics Instructor, East High School
Emily Wks, Home Economics Instructor; Union Scioto High School

Margard! Owens, Home Economics Instructor, Aiken High School
Janet Moore, Home Economics Instructor, Mother of MercyHigh

School
Virginia Ramey, Home Economics Instructor, Jonathan Alder High

School

iv
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Family/Societal Concerns Committee

Dr. Joanne TatipAden, Home Economics Teacher,Educator, University
of Akron

Larry Petry, H616 Economics Instructor, Goodrich Junior High
Schokil

Catherine, Bullard, Home Economics Instructor, Copley High School
f Bernadette Baker, Home Economics Instructor, Waterloo High School

Home Economics Concerns Committee

Dr. Beulah Sellers Davis, retired Director, School of Home
Economics, Ohio University 0

Kathy Keck, Hcke Economics.Instructor, Westerville North High
School

CaSmira DiScipio, Home Economics Supervisor, Cleveland City
Jane King, Home Economics Instrtor, Northridge High School

The Effect of Family-and EmpliVmenCCommittee

Dena Plante, State Staff, Vocational Horne Economics Section
.Dr. Gail Henderson, State -Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section

,16. Joanne Guy, Home Economics Instructor, Elida High School

Colorado's task list was validated for Ohio via Dr. Joanna Kister's

dissertation research. Ierennial. and practical problems and the concerns

regarding these Were determined. In June 1981, the skeleton of the

curriculum was developed which incorporated the skills of the homemaker

and the process of practical reasoning focusing on the perennial problems

of homemaking. Consultants included:

Dr. Jack R. Frymier, Department of Foundation and Research,
The Ohio State University

ghil Swinehart, Principal,.New Lexington Junior High School' .

,lDr. Barbara Armstrong, Department of Family, Life, University
of Akron

Dr. Pat McKenry, Department of Family and Human DeVelopment,
The Ohio State University

. Dr. Mary Rainey, Home `Economics Education, University of \
Akron

Dr. Janet Laster, Home Economics Education, The 'Ohio State
,--

University .

Francinj'Hdltgren, Home EconoMics Educat'ion., Pennsylvania
State University

Six university-based organization groups were developed to provide

further structure to the perennial problems off consumers and homemakers
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identified ,as a 'result of the earlier research.' These later

had repreentative illembers'involved ina two week writing workshop

to develop the concepts using the practical reasoning plocess:

The groups were Ss iollows:

Coordinating-Woefc Thad the Family Unlersity of Akron

Dr- Beulah Sellers Davis, retired Director, School ofHome

Economics, Ohio University
Dr..Joanne Tappenden, Home Economics Teacher Educator,

University of Akron
MargaYet Driver,,State Staff, Vocational Home Economics

Section
Adel-Riegel, State Staff, Vocatiopal Home Economics Section

Dr. sail Henderson, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics

Section
Barbara Murphey, Home Economics Supervisor, Akron City

Jane King, Home Economics Instructor, Northridge High School

Cynthia Sapronetti, Home Economics Instructor, Garfield

High School
Karen Hardman, Home Economics Instructor, Central Hower High School

Bernadette Baker, Home Economics Instructor, Waterloo High School

Shirley Irvin, Home Economics Instructor, Buckeye Valley High,

School
Virginia Goodell, Home Economics Instructor, Crestview High

School
Catherine Bullard, Home Ecromics Instructor; Copley High School

Nurturing Human Development - Miami University, Mt. Si. Joseph
College, University of Dayton

Eileen Grice, Home Economics Teacher Educator, Miami University

Dr. Jane Link, Home Economics,Teacher Educator", Me. St. Joseph

College
Pauline Metzger, Homertwomics Teacher Educator,University of

Dayton
Vera Ramstetter, Home Economics Supervisor, Cincinnati City

JoEtta Cooper, Home Economics Supervisor, Springfield City

Ruth Sarle, State Staff, Vocational Home EcOnomics Section

Mabell Black, State ,taff, Vocational Home Economics Section
Barbara Whitaker, Sate Staff, Vocational home Economics Section

Dr. Joanna Kister,State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section

Geraldine Cartmill, Home Economics Instructor, Miimisburg High

School
Kathy McGrath, Home Economics InstructOr, Southeastern High School,

Joan Wilson, Home Econolitics Instructor, Greenon High School

Heather Ooggs, Home Economics Instructor,,Springfield High School

Linda Haines, Home Economics Instructor, New Richmond High School

Christa Davis, Home Econoqics Instructor,Iiilmington High Sch9o1

Betty Phillippi, Home ECoribmics Instructor,'Mt. Vernon High School

Barbara Blatter, Home Economics Instructor; Newark High School

Janet Moore, Home Economics Instructor, Mother of Mercy High School

(Margaret Owens; Home Economics Instructor, Aiken High School

vJ 12
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Economics and, anagfing Resources 7 Kent State University,
Youngstown State University

Dr. Alice Darr,,Home Ecoliomics Teacher Educator, Kent State University
Janice 4EliasHome Economics Teacher Educator, Youngstown'State

University
Casmira DiScipio, Home Economics Supervisor, Cleveland City
Anne Kerpsack, Home Economics Supervisor, Youngstown City
auna Pernice,State Staff, Vocational Home Economics4ection
Naomi Blodgett, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section
Anita Boneburg, Home Economics Instructor, Lincoln West High School
Becky Conzo, Home Economics Instructor, Grand Valley High School
Miry Behannif, Home Economics Instructor, Revere High School
Ruth Billingsley; Home Economics Instructor, East High School
Crystal-Callan, Student, Kent State University

Feeding and Nourishing the Family - Bowling Greeli State University,
Ashland College.

t

Dr. Pat Ericksoq, HoMe Economics Teacher Educator, Bowling Green
State University

Ann Stephens, Home Economics Teacher Educator; AshlaNCollege
Carol Bodeen, Home Economics Supervisor, Apollo VEPD /6r

Kathy Voorhies, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section
Mabell Black, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics'Section
Vicki Melvin, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section
Joanne Guy, Home Economics Instructor, E)ida High School
Gerry Greenwood, Home Economics Instructor, Highland High School.
Charlotte Ada ek, Home Economics Instructor, Brookhaven High School

, Sue Clover, e Economics Instructor, Wapakoneta High School
Lucretia Th Home Economics Instructor, Libbey Higt School

/6;`
Creating a Litv ng Environment - The-OhiO'State University

Dir. Janet Laster,, Home_ Economics Teacher Edutator, The Ohio State
University

Barbara Reed, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Sectilm
Roberta Bradshaw, Home Economics Supervisor, Columbus City ti

Alice Hite, Home Economics Supervisor, Licking County VEPD
Jane Eiden, Home Economics Instructor, Northland High,School
Emily Marks, Home Economics Instructor, 00011 Scioto High School
Debra Tartell, Home Economics Instructor, Stanbery Freshman High

School

Emma Yanok, Home Economjs Instriictor, Centennial High School
Loyce Hopkins, Home Economics Instructor, West High School
Pam Stockberger, Home Economics Instructor, Newark High School

feting Cl#hino and Textile Needs - Ohio University

/-

Lee Cibrowski, Home Economics Teacher Educator, Ohio Uniiersity
Jeannine Morris,lHome Economics Supervisor:\-Tri-County VEPD
Karen Heath, State Staff, Vocational Home Economics Section
Pat Snipes, Home Economics Instructor, Logan High School
Meta VanNostran, Home Economics tnstructdr, Athens High School
*Connie Bradbury, Home Economics- Instructor, K'ger Creek. High School

Material developed was piloted by the writers during the fall of

1982 following introduction of the process model and the scope ofithe

13
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content at the annual summer conference.

Extensive editing by Dr. Beulah, Sellers Davis, Dr. Joanna Kister,

Dr. Gail Henderson, as well as.most State Staff members was continuous

during the school year. The Coordinating Work and the Family section

was prepared for printing and use at the 1983 summer conference.

Introductory modules were developed.by Dr. Joanna Kister (Values,

Communication, Management), Dr. Janet Laster (Practical Reasoning

Approach)and Meta.VanNostran and Barbara Whitaker (FHA/HERO).

In June,p83, 4 followup workshop was conducted to perfect writing

on the five remaining perehnial problems and prepare them for printing.

A
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PHILOSOPHY

'4

Assumptions for the Ohio Consumer/Homemaking Curriculum are based

upon- the importance of:

.,.

1. Family - The family is needed by society to-provide a
supportive environment for human development and thus

il, contributes to the emotional, social, polUical-2,,and
economic well-being of our nation.

2. Vocational Education Orientation - Adolescent family
members need -home economics knowledge; critical and
Creative thinking'skiljs; homemaking skills; and caring
interpersonal skills to enhance family life and
contribute to productivity in the workplace in a
complex, changing society.

3.' Reasoned Action - Practical problems, personal, family,
and community, are intrinsic motivators of
adolescents, and provide opportunities for developing
critical and creative thinking skills, including
reasoned value judgments, while gaining knowledge of
1) what is worthwhile, 2) contextual factors affecting
decisions (e.g. family law), 3) alternative strategies,
4) potential consequences including risks of the ,

alt natives. (Agtolescents need skill in making
mora ly defenssibl judgments about what is best to do,
as,_we 1 as in making technical (how to) judgments)

Integrating instructional processes with the curriculum require:*

1. Cooperative Learning - Cooperative, interactive learning
structures facilitate the development of many cognitive
and affective learnings important in home and family
living, while independent leai-bing structures promote
mastery of factual information, simple mechanical skills,
and independent skills.

2: Skill Practice - Skill development requires gaining a
meaningful concept of skill needed, guided practice in
simulated conditions with feedback, and guided practice
under realistic conditions (e.g. in IEE's, FHA/HERO
activities, and playschool).

1

16
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AIM

The aim-of the Ohio Consumer/Homemaking Curriculum is to foster

development of a fully functioning family member/homemaker who takes

action for the betterment of the family, workplace, and society. A

fully functioning individual is a person who makes reasoned judg-

ments, is humanly caring, and acts responsibly for self androthers.

FaMily is defined at a unit of intimate, transacting, and inter-

dependent persons who share some values and -goals, responsibility

for decisions and resources,'and have commitment to one another over
40-

time.

STUDENT OUTCOMES

Students will:f

1. Develop skills, including:

* Critical/creative.thinking skills

* Diverse amily/hpme/work skills

* Interp r onal/communicative skills

* Search iv.out resources to resolve family problems

2. Value-quality home and familyilife, including a personal

philosophy of:

* Psychologically and phy§ically healthy-family members

* A balanced,life (work-plAy, family-work, etc.)

* Pride in self, family, and work-

* Equitabje role sharing of work and family responsibility

* Networle.of supportive interdependent relationships

* Concern for well-being of self, family, and others

3. Take reasoned action:'

* Plan for integration of career and family lifesycle

* Mahage resources tp meet developmental needs of all

family members throughout the career-family life cycle

*Improve societal conditions to enhance the family

* Search out, recognize, and evaluate life's

opportunities
* Become a nurturing individual

17
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THEdRETICAL FRAMEWORK

Three systems of action provide the th4oretical framework for.

the Ohio Consumer/Homemaking Curriculum: technical, communicative,

and emancipative. Table 1 illustrates the purpose of each type-of

action and the goals of the curriculum.

r4.

Table 1

a

TYPE OF ACTION PURPOSE /GOAL
GOAL OF
CURRICUWM

Technical

Communicative

,

c
.

Emajicipative

_

. ,

Technical control

Intersibjective/
interpersonal
understanding

.

,

Self reflection/
enlightened
action

u/Imoral

.

Help students gain
essential technical
knowledge rand skills'
for the occupation
of homemaking

Kelp students under-
stand !wan
development and gain
interpersonal/
communicative skillit
to achieve quality.
family life

Help students evaluate
family and societal
conditions; make value
decisions based on

and ethical
judgments; and.be
proactive to bring
about needed change

ALTERNATIVE CURRICULUM MODELS

Three alternative organizational models received major

consideration: organizing by a) concepts, b) homemaking tasks, and

c) practical problems. Concepts are identified in the curriculum.

An occupational analysis Of the homemaker was validated in Ohio and

144 tasks identified for inclusion in the curriculum. (Note: These

. 3
1 8



ark-- listed at end of philosophy Section). The practical problem

orientation was chosen as the organizational model because this

approach'more adequately:

1. -Recognizes the complexity of home and family life .

2. Considers valued.endS, "what should be" not "what is".
For example, tasks performed most frequently may not
require a major curriculum block; they may be taught
easily in a few minutest .

3. Account for future charge. Tasks of the hdmemaker may
change markedly with societal development or new
technology but perennial problems endure over time.

Recognizes long term significant issues versus the-
ivial. Atprobleth is significant if it is perceived

ke a difference in people's lives.

5. Provides a pro-active stance; encourages change when
needed rather than passive acceptance of existing social
Conditions.

,6. Implies action, relates them's.), and practice, thinking
and doing, knowledge and skills.

7. Emphasiz(es critical and creative thinking skills,
enabling students to function fully in the face of
changing knowledge.

8. Emphasizes the use of concepts in the Teasoninurgeess
rather than'knowledgeas an end in itself.

In the practical problem orientation, prOblem is viewed as a

diff cult question which requires thought. Perennial problems are

enduring questions faced by each generation over time. Practical

problems are value ques s regarding what 4s the best action to

take. "Practical" does not refeRto expedience but derives from

praktisch, pertaining to conscious thought processes which reach

fulfillment in action.

TEACHING'MODEL

The teaching model focuses upon the practical reasoning process

and the development of knowledge and skills to resolve practical

19
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problems and to take action. (Laster, 1981)

PAW 1

Table 2

INSTRUCTIONAL PROCESS FOR PRAC11(At ACTION
ltAEMING MODEL

Clarify Problem

Phase II

Identify or introduce the pneral problem.
Clarify the real problem.
Distinguish practical problem from theoretical snit

technical sub-problems.

Practical Reasoning

Formulate goals or valued ends.
(Identify the reasons for action based on values,
resolve value conflicts).

Interpret the contextual factors of problem.
(Identify the factors and people involved and the
reasons for their involvement)

Generate alternative solutions, strategies, and
means for reaching goals.

Describe the potential or predictable consequences
of each alternative, including how each will
affect the well-beldg of self. others and society.

(valuate the consequences, using the goals or valued
ends and eontetual factors as criteria.

Make a decision 151,ed on above reasoning

Phase 111/1Actign 6'

A
Develop Student skills necessary for effective action.
Encourage use of skills in real situation.

PUS! IV Reflection on the Action

\Reflect on the ection as implemented and the actual
consequences.

Evaluate these consequences with valued ends and 90815
and contextual factors as criteria.

Formulate Concepts and igeneralilations to use in
future experiences.

Set hew goals.
Identify new problems.

J

Knowledge required includes subject matter'' value concepts, contextual

factors, alternative strategies, and,consequencec. Skills required

include practical reasoning, planning, interpersohal-communicdtive,

and homemaking.

61,

I
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VALIDATED TASK LIST
Managing Mgney

Balance checkbook
Collect information about new products
Deveop a budget based upon income
DeMrop a savings plan
Develop and maintain an accounting and filing system
Establish and maintain a sound insurance program
Include family members in financial decisions

Pay bills
Prepare estate planning information sheet and update regularly

Provide a will and update regularly
Read and.interpret contracts before signing
Regulate cash flow to meet payments
Seek legal advice
Set goals and priorities for use of money
Shop for goods, and services

- Use credit

earipg for and Improving Self

- Continue education formally/informally

- Deal with family crisis

- Follow a physical fitness program

- Maintain personal hygiene and grooming

- Obtain information about community activities

- Provide time for rest
- Pursue personal hobbies and interests

Caring for Family Members

- Care for - infants and small children

- Cultivate rejationshitis with in-laws

- Encourage enjoyment of family responsibilities

- Encourage family members to develop to maximum potential

- Expand educational opportunities through family activities

- Give compliments for tasks well done

- Guide family members in spiritual growth

- Make arrangements fdr substitute child care

- Nurture the marriage relationship

- Provide a pleasant, harmonibus home enviyment
- Provide consistent and appropriate discipline for children

- Provide for family discussion

- Provi moral support for family members

- Recog ize developmental stages of individual family members and meet needs

accordingly
Set short and long-term-goals for family

- Show love and affection to children

- Supervise the activities' of children

- Teach about family customs and beliefs

- Teifh children respect for self and others

- Teach children to accept responsibility

- Utilize community programs that support the family

Meeting Nutritional Needs

d
Evaluate nutritional needs of family /

embers

Identify nutritional components of f od ,

Make a shopping list
Plar) food budget
Plan meals and snack% according to nutritional needs and family preferences

V, Prepare meall .

Purchaft groceries t 4

Read and utilize cookbooks
Store and handle' food safely wild, perly t

Teach nutrition to family members t ,
...

J"-

Providilli.foi- Family Health ill Safety

- - Apply fiqst-aid and home nursing techniques

4
- Budget money for health care /
- Eliminate safety hazards in the home ll

#

- Establish and maintain household security 0:ocedures

- Identify and secure emergency services

- Identify symptoms df disease and other medical disbrdersin family

- Identify syMptoms of mental stress in mily members

- Maintain up-to-date family medical roc ds

- Obtain regular medical and dental check

- Practice preventative medicine

- Select health-personnet and facilities i
,Ar

Providing for Mousing

-.,Arrange f rniture in a functional and attractive manner

-0.noordinat colors and styles in home decorating -,

a Explore a ternatives for acquiring home furnishingi.

- Make arrangements for moving family and household goods

-- Make tat Of personal talentsin he dicorating

r - Select furniture for the home
0 - Select housing

I

J
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Cleaning and Maintaining Home

- Budget for home repair lind maintenance costs

j - Care for floors appropriately
- Gare for furnishings
- Clean and disinfect the bathroom

- Clean and maintain appliances f
F

A - Discard unnecessary items to eliminate cluttpr

t '% /-, Dispose of trash and garbage
- Examine for eviddre of pests
- Implement ongoing preventative maintenance

- Keep things picked up
lifinttimiefe walkways, driveways, and patios

1

1 4 - Millittin water and sewer systems -,
.

- Ma e bed/
k - gr anise( storage space

- F rform siTp.le carperpy
/ -- arP actice'egy consil.vation in the home

- nip uses gnd limitations of tools and appliances
Reg late lighting, ventildtion, humidity, and temperature

- Sel t household *ening and maintenance equipment andJmupplies,

-Shar cleaning and'maintepance responsibilities with family members

7=-Wash dishes and utensils/
.

- Wash kitchen cabinet and counter surfaces ...

Providing and Caring for Clothing end Textile Products

Choose proper laundry cleaning agents
Determine how much to spend for clothing
Evaluate family's wardrobe needs, suitability, and safety of clothing
Sew clothing for self and/or family
Identify fabrics and their characteristics
Launder or dry clean clgthing and linens according to fabric characteristics

Make alterations to clothing
Mend and repair clothing
Select clothing and accessories
Sort clothes for laundering
Store clothing properly

Managing Time

- Develop schedule of routine household tasks

- Keep a calendar of activities
- Organize tasks to save time and energy
- Plan time alone with spouse
- Plan and coordinate family activities
- Provide time for self
- Set priorities for use of time

ft

64
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ProviaidngkWansoortation

- Budget for variable end fixed transportation costs

- Check the oil in vehicle
- Drive a vehicle
- Equip vehicle for possible emeuency

- vehicle with proper grade of fuel

- Identify signs of-vehicle malfunction
- Provide for regular vehicle maintenance

- Select a vehicle
- se mass transit,
- utilize carpools
- Wait wfienevericossible 110

Plohning for Social Emits and Entertaining

- Sudget money for social activities

- Celebrate special occasions
- Determfne type of gathering

- Entertain business associates

- Entertain guests in the home

- Make plans for entertaining

- pan food for special events

- Plan recreational and-social activities

. -fuse socially acceptable etiquette

Providing And Maintaining Tara and SArchill

- Control weeds and insects in yard and garden

- Maintain safe and attractive landscape,and garden

- Mow and trim lawn

- Practicesafe bperation of yard equipment

- Prepare soil for planting

- Purchase seeds, Slants, and supplies

- Water yard and gardeq

caring for Pets

- Make arrangements for mbstitute cpre of pets

T Make wise pet selecti n w 4
- Obtain license and gs for pet

- Provide necessary Macci ions for_
for(-14ovide water and other SritiOnal needs or pets

.
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1
TEACHER CURRICULUM MANAGEMENT

Prior to beginning any excursion, routes are

carefully planned considering landmarks, thorough-

fares, mode of travel, and the ultimate destination.

The Ohio Consumer/Homemaking Curriculum guide ex-.

ploration is also critical prior to initiating the

process in the classroom setting. To aid you on

your curriculum exploration and planning for the

classroom, the chart on the following page will

c

serve as a roadmap to better understand-

ing of thg Ohio Consumer /Homemaking cur-

riculum guide.

I IL

.\
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CUrriculum
philosophy.

CURRICULUM GUIDEPOSTS

Includes the aim of the guide. student outcomes. theoret-
ical frememork. alternate currkulue_models and the
practical action teaching model. (p. 1 )

Sample
Module

Teacher
Curriculum
Management

Explanation of the guide and how to
manage the curriculum In the classroom.
(p. )

z

Formatopmponents are examined and clues given for op-
tional use in the classroom. Process symbols are
Identified. (p. 16 )

Scope
and

Sequence °

Included to acquaint students
with concepts Interwoven
throughout the curriculum.
(p. 25 )

A module designed fo use
throughout various other
modules and courses,. Eic-

plains how to integrate
FHA/HERO into the class-
rocm that will inform
and interest students.

(p. 75 )

Basic
Skills and
Computer Use

Val dated
Tasks

Developed to explain the placement and
scheduling of modules/concepts appropri-
ate for each foundation course. Reim-
bursable courses are described.
(Distributed separately in order to
regularly update.)

Student
Introductory
Modules

FHA/HERO
Modules

Practical

Reasoning

Values 1

t.
[Management

Interpersonal
and

Communicative

Suggestions for employing basic skill instruction in
Conjunction with consumer homemaking instruction.
Also. projections for computer use in the classroom.

(p. 12 a p. 16)

Tasks determined to be relevant to homemaking and
family well-being. (p. 6 )

Organizers
Perennial
ProOlies

,

The six major curriculum areas de-
veloped due to their relationship-to
recurring challenges throughout his-
tory. (Packaged separately for ease

of use.)

1k

Meeting Ptrsonal
and Family
Textile nerds

Creating

a Living
Environment

Coordinating
Wbrk and

the Family

Economics
and Managing
Resoyrcts

Nurturing
Human

Development,

Feeding and
Nourishing the

Family

10
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The first step to successful implementation is becoming familiar with

the unique curriculumccharacteristics1

1. PRACTICAL REASONING PROCESS
2. WORK AND FAMILY EMP-HASIS

$

PRACTICAL REASONING PROCESS

The practical reasoning process has been examined. within the urric-
ulum philosophy section (p. 5 ). Additional information. concerni g
curricular application of the process is provided after the sample mod--
ule section (p. 22 ), as well as irt,the student introductory modules
(p.28).

WORK-AND THE FAMILY

Throughout the ages, work and the family interwine and has been
critical, to society. The OCHC (Ohio Consumer/Homemaking Curriculum)
guide has included modules to assist the consumer/homemaking instructor
addressing this issue. Supplemental background and a bibliography
are also provided.

ORGANIZERS AND VALIDATED TASKS
Familiarization with concepts included in each of the organizer/

perennial problem areas (p. 20) in combination with validated tasks
(p. 6 ) constitute the second step in understanding the curriculum guide.
Modules have been developed'in a practical reasoning mode for each of the
organizer concepts (based on tasks of the homemaker).

diA

STUDENT INTRODUCTORY MODULES
InterWoven throughout the cum um ar.. k practical reasoning, val-

ues, management, and interpersonal /communicatjve skills. Introductory
modules, to be used with students with limited\experience in theafore-
mentioned areas, provide .a crucial foundation t teaching the content
modules. Suggestions for using the Student Int,oductory Modules have
been included in the Scope and Sequence, as well as preceding the Stu-
dent Introductory Modules (p. 25).

FHA/HERO MODULE
For individual student growth and providing opportunities for in-

volvement with others via FHA/HERO, modules are provided in harmony with
the practical action curriculum (p. 75).

26
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BASIC SKILLS

Designated aS education thrusts for the 80's, basic skills and com-
puter use are explored in relation to the oonsumer hcgremaking classroom.
Ideas for, instruction or emphasis are included.

BASIC SKILLS: The basic 'skill areas writing,
speaking and listening, mathematics, and reading
represent the foundation skills necessary for sur-
vival. They also include enabling skills that
produce mature independent learners. Without these

-enabling skills, learning other subject matter is
difficult. Without basic skills, students, have
,limited individual, capabilities in their daily home-
family functioning as well as limited progress in the
job market.

The basic skills are not isolated. Indeed, the
nature of batic skills prohibits theii- funcotioning
only in specific areas. Rather, the basic skill are
integrated in all school curricula and all of life.
Except for recreational reading, one rarely eigages
in isolated basic skills. Beading, writing,,mathe-
matics, and oral language are interrelated with.each.-

other and with daily tasks and activities. Studying
topics in isolation.(be they division, verb usage,
or home economics curriculum) can become boring and
irrelevant: considering these topics in purposeful
application can make them exciting and meaningful
subjects. Studying basic skills only as i olated
topics can produce posi-tive'.results withi that frame-
work, but negative results outside the fr mework
where the skills are to be applied. , (Per aps that's
why some of *us spell correctly on spelliqg tests, but
make errors -in everyday spell ing.)

Integration of basic skills allows.students to see (perhaps for
the first time)that previously encountered subject matter has worth,
use, and meaning. Such integration may motivate the less-thaii=k.
optimum student and 'provide an ppporturiity for "fresh" learning of
previqusly encountered content. -For the more accomplished students,
it provides_a practical _review and reinforcement of concepts already
learned.

Vocational Honig Economics has a history of providing students
with opportunities to realize and experience the use of basic skills..

Explaining progress in an IEE., measuring and calculating fabric,
totaling estimated costs of day care-, reading pattern instructions,
calculating food intake, and reading huMan relations vignettes are
examples of typical employment of basic' skil ls. The problem olv-
ing/practical reasoning approach of this curriculum provides even
greater opportunities for students to utilize basic skills within
real life contexts. As students establish their own issues and

select various alternatives, they will establish therir own learning
strategies 'employing basic skills. Consider the following. example
showing the various basic skills to a single module.

Z7
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rPRACTICAL PROBLEM

CONCERN/CONCEPT

What Should I Do as a World Citizen Regarding Food?

Political and Economic Ramifications/Governmental'
Food Policy

STRATEGIES

. Invite speakers to discuss
gqvernment policies

. Invite representative from
WIC or the food stamp pro-
gram to explain how monies
are allotted to families

Calculate the allocation of
food monies for an imaginary

family. Determine changes
in allocations that occur

JIP
because of an addition or de-

letion of a family member. .

Write case studies for indi-
vidual or family group who
would qualify for one or

more programs.

Seclect activities from pub-

lication? Food: Where

Nutrition Politics and
Culture Meet, gitz and
Goodwin, Center for Science
in the Public Interest'

Identify foods at the local
store which come from the

world market. Have grocer
and specialty store managers
speak to class, or tape an
interview with each, based

on questions.students have

written.

Read magazines, newspapers,

and watch T.V. to identify

any areas where the U.S. is

dealing with other countries

on food matters.-

The class writes their own
textbook, based on the world

food market.

Keep a journal on the world
food market identifying all
ways that this affects the

family Nod:

Identify a governmental food
policy and research the his-
tory of it becoming policy.
the impact on families and

how they, as individuals.
can impact future food policy

decisions.

BASIC SKILLS INVOLVED

.
writing requests, thank you let-
ters, and-local mews articles

. listening

.
verbal communication to speakers

. writing and.
skills
mathematics
allotment

. mathematics
allotment.

listening and verbal

to comprehend money

to calculate money

. writing/composition

. reading/comprehension

, reading /
. verbal communication
. listening

. reading

. listening

. readtng
. writing

reading
. writing

'. reading"
. writing
. verbal communication

. 13 28



It is important to be aware of how often basic skills are in-
tegral parts of our curriculum. It is even-more important that
strategies and techniques' allow the student a comfortable means to
learn these skills "frqm scratch" if necessary. Students who can-
not do basic computation, read basic instructions; clearly state
their needs,or distinguish verbal instructions need to be able to
gain help,without feeling embarrassment or undue frustration.

Various sources to help teachers attend to basic skill needs
are listed in the references._ Additional general assistance with
basic skills approaches are offered below.

1. Create learning packets to assist students with basic
mathematics concepts. Posters depicting a' basic pro-

cess (e.g. finding percentage) can be standard class-
room features.

ti

2. Guard against always choosing the most articulate stu-
dents to contact outside speakers, superintendent,
principal, etc. Provide such verbal opportunities for
all students.

3. Have available a fdlder with guidelines for writing
invitations, letters of thanks, and other written com-
munication. Students can consult0this as needed. 11

4. Be aware of reading levels 6.f-textbooks and other
reading material. If inappropriate, supplement with
guided study sheets, oral reading, smaller guided
reading assignments.

5. Use audio and video tapes to encourage students' ver-
bal communication. Allow students to retape in order'

to improve performance.

6. Use simple tables,'charts, and graphs to allow stu-
dents to interpret events in relation to various
factors. Such visual material allows students to
condense numerical information into meaningful and
manag able terms.

7. Use daily, readily available resources such as news-
papers and periodicals. This establishes a logical

process for gaining needed information in everyday

life.

8. Provide cabulary list when entering each new unit

of study. Previewing important words can reduce

reader an iety. Use sketches and photos to depict

word meani gs.

9. Allow st4de is to peer-teach a basic skill area in
which they ave competence.

29
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10.. Guard against confusing basic skills with teaching
techniques. Micro computers and chalk board drill
can both be helpful in teaching basic skills.

. .

11. Have students correct/improve-Written communication.
Allow gradual improvTent, when possible.

e

12. Focus on Students making their written and oral com-
municattbn cl#r -- saying what they mean -- rather
_than focusing on "right/wrong" aspects of speaking
and writing.

13. Provide current newspapers for use during classroom
"slack" time. Have an ongoing contest to see how
many articles pertain to the current classroom topic.

14. Encourage and reinforce students for each accomplish-
ment, nb matter how small.

15. Guard against relying too heavily on any single basic
skill. A variety of skills within a single lesson/
module provides a greater chance for student success.

16. Clarify to students whether they are to skim, scan,
analyze, read for detail, or read critically.

17. Use guide sheets to help students.summarize the con-
tent and/or outline material in order to select
important from less important information,

18. 'Encourage tie" use of the dictionary for help with the
specific subject matter, as well as for help in daily
life activities.

19. Guide students to related reading ma-tptils (fiction,
periodicals, newspaper articles) for their enjoyment
and leisure readin

20. Encouragestudents' dependence in solving problems
through rtaiing,'writing, or verbally communicating
their coneels or questions.

21. Us'e games such as word finds and crossword puzzles
to teachAlyocabulary.

Consumer and. Homemaking teachef's -- indeed, all teachers are

,charged with the of young people for iliat life as a

productive citizen. The homemaking classroom may provide the best

chance to meet these needs before entry into the adult world.

30
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COMPUTER ASSISTED INSTRUCTION

1. A major use of computers in assisting instruction is
for dri)1 and instruction. The.computer may be pro-
grammed to present questions, such as nutrition facts
or foods math, and to give immediate feedback to the
student.

2. Another use for computers is tutorials. There is
some existing software iailable in home economics.
In tutorial usage, information is presented usually
in verbal and graphics form, the student is tested,
and branched back if remedial learning is necessary,
forward if there are correct responses.

3. Computer simulations morejully utilize the capabil-
ityof the computer to randomly generate situations
and for students to interact with the computer. A

simulation is the recreation of an actual environ-
ment. Software is available for simulations of food
intake and budgeting. Many others are possible, for
example, energy consumption of appliances..

4. A variety of instructional games can be designed for
the computer. For example, the computer can generate
word games to a ist students with vocabulary.

5. Students may da ign programs to create and solve hypo-q,
thetical situat ons, for example, in home management :V

61 Graphics may be used to teach art principles, housing,
and interior design.

FORMAT /SAMPLE MODULE

As another step towards understanding the

'OC/HC, the format landmarks have been examined
. by means of the following sample module.

4.
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t'Lactis 1 Prpblem

Questions regarding what
action to_ take.

OncerniConCept

further clarification of
the problem. One or more
modules are developed for
each concern/concept.

Perennial Problem

Questions which recur over
time and are faced by each
generation.

IPERENNIAL PROOLEM
I

[PRACTICAL PROGLEM

ICONCERN/CONCEPT

SKILLS

Whet to do regarding feeding and
nourishing the family

Homemaking Skills

Listing of the various
skills needed b' the
homemakbr as related to
the developed concepts.

_

I HOMEMAKING SKILLS

- Determine specific nutritional needs for the
What should I do to be well nourished athlete

- Recognize the importance of fitness and
nutrition for lifetime activity
Plan meals and snacks appropriate for the
athlete

FN 1.23e

Concerns regarding individual problems/
sports nutrition

Process Skills'

Symbols depicting the steps
of practical reasoning.
(Refer to p. 21 for supple-
mental explanations).

Concepts

The further breakdown of
the concept around which
the strategies.are developed.

32 0

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Facts and
fallacies

Nutrition for the
athlete...
dietary goals

Develop bulletin board with the following title: "Sports, Nutrition, and'Yoo". Us
pictures of variety of athletic experiences...football player, swimmer, golfer,
dancer, gymnast, etc. Include both

% all aos,4nd handicapped Individuals.
Combine with pi of the Basic Four food groups. Discuss the relationship. What
questions might these athletes ask regarding sports nutrition?

To determine nutritional facts and fallacies, utilize a Sports Nutrition Scoreboard.
Keep the answers for further reference.

Example:

41

T F 7 SCOREGOARD L

I. Athletes need more protein than non-athletes.

. Swimmers quickly become obese.

3. Wrestlers should fast to maintain desired,
weight.

4. Long distance runners should eat a es

carbohydrate-loaded diet.

5. Milk drinking impairs performance.

6. .

_,

Using resources, develop..J/1kt list of information dueling with sports nutrition.
Include basic diets, dietary supplements, gaining or losing weight, energy demands
of the athlete, water needs, pre-gems memis.mnd eating eljtOfig comptitioni and
Information on specific sports.

Play * Sports Nutri-DINIo to review the facts.

Select sport. Plan an appropriate diet for the athlete Involved. Share the
nutritional plans via presentations, posters, or displays. Refer to student
questions In the bulletin board activity..

Consider thp following situation:

,

/1

code

Used to organise modules
plus identify suggested
concepts for each course.

Strategies

information and activ-
ities which facilitate
the teaching/learning of
the concepts. (See
p. 22 for additional
information on strategy
development).

33



PROCESS

COOK PTS
STRATEGIES

IR

factors and
values

Assuming
responsibility
for peer

-

Instruction

Community and
home sports
nutrition
experiences

Lifetime sports
nutrition

A 1S- year -old summer is competing in the state meet. Due to parents'
irregular work ng hours, they do not eat regular family meals. The
family has limited income, however, the coach has recommended that at
least ).000 calories day be consumed during the,season plus have oz.
of beef. A friend has recently read In Swimmer's Diwist that a
concentrated protein drink supplements the swimmer's diet. The
swimmer prefers fest food fare, enjoys partying with friends, add Is
concerned with appearance, health, and doing well for the team.

Discuss the cais,study. What is the swimmer to dot What personal and environmental
factors (family, meal patterns, limited incohe, etc.) and values (health, safety.
self esteem, winning, etc.) are involved?

Example:

follow coach's advice

Etc.

Approval
Expensive
Large amount of protein
may not be nec e y

The swimmowecItose to not worry about the diet - to continue Irregular eating patterns
end a Junk food diet. Test this decision. What if every sublimer on the team did
likewise? (Universal consequences test) Would you advise a friend seeking your
advice to take this action? (Role reversal test). What ,If the sitimmar was
19-years-old with a chance at the Olympic Gold. Reda! for his/her country? Whet if the
swimmer was ig-years-eld with a chance at the Olympic Gold Medal in two years but
pregnant? (New situations test). Give reasons for each decision.

Using the practical reasoning process, critically examine, test, and justify your
choice for the swimmer. Will it work? Now will it affect- you? your family?
your community?

fliA/14ER0 - Utilize the FHA/HERO Student Body handbook and arrange a student body
workshop dealing with sports nutrition or start an aerobic dance class or put up
a display In a prominent location (gym, cafeteria, office, etc.) that suggest
pre-game meals, energy expenditures or take a sports/exercise break during your
next chapter meeting with appropriate snacks.

IEE - EvalUate school lunches or fast food rest is end see how4they fit into
the overall nutritional needs of the athlete.

Prepare vaTtaty Of liquid nutritional drinks. Evaluate for taste, convenience,
and nutrition.
1

Plan and prepare a weekly diet suitable to the athlete.

Survey health clubs, spas, recreation centers to determine services available in
regards to sports nutrition/fitness.

Discuss how a lifetime In sports and nutrition can start today. -tonsidsr the
positive aspects of continued emphasis. Examples: go9d emotional safety valve.
feeling of accomplishment, social implications, chatting*, creative use of
leisure time, reduces heart disease, mentally siert, aids In weight control, etc.

34



Patmts
SKILLS 4

CONcEPTS

' Action/
11vreflection

r.

STRATUM'S

Do the Nutrition'Schreboard again and give reasons for answers.

Develop a plan of action. What can lurion* to promote nutrition and Ines' today
and tomorrow? Cbrisidar self, family, and society.

Personal plan
Write a newspaper article

Develop a 30 *cond radio spot or use on school Intercom
instruct grad, school students on the Importance of fitness and
nutrition (play fitness games and use fold models to Illustrate dietary
requirements or devel6p elqts)'
Cqfpduct a sportsputrItIon slogan contsst
visit 4-health food store and compare foods designed for athletics
Survey athletes on food choices - use as a basis for information for a
school assembly
Plan a sports nutrition food fair - display and demonstrate pre -gams
meals

35
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The format has been designed for optimum teacher use. 'The overall,
broad organizer, the PERENNIAL PROBLEM (Feeding and Nourishing the Fam-
ily; Coordinating Work and the Family; Economics and Managing Re4
sources; Nurturing Human Development; Creating a Living Environment;
Meeting Personal and Family Textile Needs), is followed by the PRACTICAL
PROBLEM and the CONCERN/CONCEPT which both further clarify the module
topic. The perennial problems/organizers are included with the Scopel
and Sequence. The HOMEMAKING SKILLS refer to the validated task
(p. .6 ) needed by the homemaker as related to the identified concept.

The CODE refers the instructor to the organization of each module4.
and is utilized in the Scope and Sequence ,individual course retommenda-
tions. The code also. indtcates the module level le - entry,' no desig-
nated symbol for advanced, */- both entry and advancedm-level *developed).
The organizer (perennial problem) featured below illustrates -the basic
components, as well asPthe coding system.

4 Practical Problem

Concern

I

concepts

sPerennial Problem

law sailliav to

MY, C11.14
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um gaga 1 or
.....74nsionsus

NW NO lecu.
weemeesmi

1101.K4
1110 1 11111640HNO UM.
LA.44

WW1 MAN giell111114101
14111

1.10. 1.11111 0.111 LIN Ill
11444 0.11. 444/ 1.44.44 Perl 6411-114.4 1144
1.4 144. awe II .1111* ..Akt 11/44.4.

IN ino.L1 1.12
1_u 110414

tr:=414. COS

1/45 .4.0.4414 1.4
11.14..1

1.4.1.44 1.111114.14 1114.14
I IN
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1.11.44 e.11.6.14
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lar1.4.4 II
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71111MillirMA 1111149011111
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tie Wow.. Lae
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LIP

14414/1.141
1.11

1. Orme.

111414.
1.1.

1114.1.

Practical Problem
4

'Perennial Problem

oncern

IPIACTIGe 111111111 weM
illii"r

Mould I do to ll ftworlehed
r

tall mpedleg Indlyldwil prohlass/
/pert. mtrItlow

csoctinicaltai 1

FN 1.23e

I 4Mdimaist saILLS

- Wend.* @vomit!' mmtrIllewel weeds kw Ow
athlete

f:: Ilfetlaw :c1fv:::"9,
la* mosIs ore 511114141 apowaerlat Ide
athlete
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The Curriculum Philosophy Section (p. 1 ) justifies the practical
action based curriculum. The PROCESS SKILL column further highlights the
practical reasoning process. Five symbols were developeeto assist in
clarification.

p

D
ROBLEM

Ift

A strategy Othith sets the stage and stimulates
the students' interest and involvement.

Identifies or introduces the general problem.
Typically generates questions directed by stu-
dent needs.

Strategies that identify.values and factors
linked to the problem, !plus generates alter-
native solutions and the potential consequences
of each alternative.

Reflection and evaluation of the action taken
considering "what's best" for self, family,
and society.

Symbol used when one strategy includes ALL the
practical action steps.

J

M.
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The CONeEPT-COLUMN further rellines the module topic. Strategies

are developed based upon concepts and the practical action process.

The STRATEGY COLUMN, suggesting a variety of instructional strategies,

including a motivational activity plus lEE (Individualized Extended

Experiencer and FHA/HERO activities, relates to the module topic and

is congruent with the practical reasoning process. Student involve-

ment and interactive experiences were considered duringistrategy

development. The strategies were related to all levels of knowledge.

Approaches tosteaching range from role playing and case studies to

simulations and 6iPerimentation., The following chart will assist

in developing addttional methods plus aid in clarification of the

relationship of process to strategy.

e TEACHING MODEL TEACHING STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

I. Identify PRACTICAL problem Student-teacher Conference
Classroom Meeting

Newspapen'clippings, magazine articles
Bulletin boards
046e studies: _written, films, slides,

videotapes. TV. short stories.
adolescent novels

Vignettes
Examining statistics
Pretests

11. Use PRACTICAL REASONING

A.

B.

Gather adequate re-
liable information.
meanings

Identify goals.
values, contextual
factors

- Personal

- Environmental

(Use as criteria for
making judgments)

Gather adequate in-
formation, meanings
- Contd.

*Identify alterna-
tiveconsequelces

0

Practical reasoning worksheet"
Brainstorming in small groups or as a

class

Interviews
Questionnaires/surveys
Attitude inventories
Individual or group information seeking

(lecture, assigned reading with work
sheet, AV materials, library work,
magazine or newspaper articles,
speakers)

Class discussion
Vignettes
Case studies
Value clarification activities
Value analysis
Charts: practical reasoning work-

sheet and variations
reasons assembly chart

Information seeking strategies
Role plays/simulations
Interviews/surveys
Brainstorming (large Or small grodp)

Class discussion
Charts.ea practical reasoning worl-Sheet-

reasons assembly chart
Creative writing (create stories)

-.22
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4

What is the practical
problem in this

situation?
Why do you think its a

problem?
Why should we be con-

cerned about this
for self? family?
society? community?

Do many people share
this problem?

What questions do you
have about this
problem?

What information do we
need to solve
problem?

What personal factors
affect our decisioni
goals? values? re-,Aff
sources: skills,
knowledge, money?

What environmental fac-
tors affect our
decieion: Laws/rules
of family? community?
school? state? nation?
Resources? Relation-
ships? Cultural cus-
toms? taboos?

What reasons are behind
what you selected?

:a

What alternatives/choices
-- good and bad

What are the consequences
for you? ygur family?
our communTiy? nation?
world?

What would happen if you
chose this one--good
and bad consequences?



TEACHING MODEL

C. Critically examine,
evaluate

A

III. Take ACTION

Iv. REFLECTION

TEACHING STRATEGIES AND TECHNIQUES

Teacher-student conferences
Class discussion

Use decision tlists:
Morally defensible?

Universal test

Role reversal test

New situation test

Workable?

Simulations/role plays
Laboratories
IEE projects
Everyday experiences in home, school.

and comounity
\---

Journals
Bulletin boards
Pencil/paper tests
Group discussion

Use decision tests

39

SUGGESTED QUESTIONS

What do you think is
best to do? Why?

How would this decision
affect you? your
family? your com-
munity?

What if everyone acted
this way? selected
this solution?

Would you choose sane
thing if were...
(person(s being
affected?

What if you were....?
had....? your fam-
ily knew? police
knew?

Considering the personal
and environmental fac-
tors. would this solu-
tion be workable?

Does this solution match-
up with what you and
society feels iMpor-
tant

Do you have the skills
needed to carry out
your decision suck
cessfully?

What skills do you need?
How can you better pre-

pare yourself for
this situation?

What other choices might
be better? Why?

Why/why was this not the
best decision?

How can I better prepare
myself for this situ-
ation again?

`.(Heather Boggs. Springfield South H.S..
Vocational Consumer/Homimaking
Instructor. 1963)

7- 1



Throughout the developed curriculum modules, the phrase "Using re-

sources...." is suggested to the instructor. We to the diversity of

resoVrcgs in the classrooms and communities in Ohio, specific publica-
tions, audio visuals, speakers, etc. are not listed. Sefiction of -

resources must be based upon availability Ad appropriateness to in-

dividual classrooms. A continuum of resource usage, As well as the chart

on page 22 will assist in determining the type of information seeking

strategies to employ in-the classroom.

Teacher Student

Directed Initiated-

Lecture Films/AV Presentations Research
>

Assigned Reading Guest Speakers Survey
Work Sheets Bulletin Board/Charts Interviews.

In'some cases, a specific resource is attached. These resources are

identified by underlining the resource and an asterisk *Sports Bingo.

READY. SET. 001

Within the Teacher Curriculum Maliogement Section, many landmarks have

been examined and roads to success were explained. Now on'the last leg of

the journey, the final destination is eagerly anticipated---the modules

developed for each organizer! The specific organizer will contain a cover

page with the concepts listed plus a gerieral rationale for the importance

of the perennial problem. The organizers and the developed conces are

subject to change as new trends or technology emerges

and affIcts society.

As you. become familiar with the total Ohio Con-

sumer/Homemaking Curriculum and realize the opportuni-

ties for student growth and development by utilizing a

practical action *roach, teaching consumer homemak-

ing will become increasingly challenging and rewarding:

24
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STUDENT INTRODUCTORY MODULES

Introductory modules are written for students to acquaint them

with basic concepts and processes which they will encounter.throughout

their learning experiences. Four modules are written for entry level

students (0.01e, 0.02e; 0.03e, and 0.04e). The remaining-four awe

11. written for advanced level students.

It is recommended that these modules lc ta9ght early in the school

year. 4ach module requires one to tw days to complete. The forn%t

In which the Modules are written is the same as,the perennial problemi.

They are not identified with a perennial problem area since the 'Content

and processes cut across all perennial probJems.
1 .

4 i%
The following chartAllustratesithe tn1t*oductorY modules:

9'

I

INTRODUCTORY MODUL0,---4,

lo"
7

(

Practical ReasonTng - Now Do I Decide? . (p. 18)iv 0.01,e
Practical Reasoning. - .What's Best to Do? (p. 41i "0.01

4.02 e
0.02

Values - Why I am What. I am (p.455)
Values - Why I Do What I Do (p. 57)

Management - Getting It Together 54)
Management - Making It Happen -. (p. 63) '

Int ersonal/Communicative Skills = Is Anybb6
L ning? N. 650 0.04 e'

Interpersonal/Communicative Skills - Do Ya Copy? e 0.04.

0.03 e
0.03

(p. 71)

42
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TEACHER REFERENCE

PRACTICAL REASONING INTRODUCTORY MODULE

Characteristics of Practical Reasoning

1. Gathering adequate, reliable information (facts and values)

a. Goals and values of those involved: self, friends, parents,
siblings, neighbors, etc.

b. Personal and environmental factors in situation (contextual
factors)

c. Alternative actionb/choices
d. Consequences of actions/choiceS

2. eareful critical thinking, i.e. questioning and testing, what is
best or ought to be done ,

What facts do I have/need to support my possible action? valuesa.

AmLI only supporting my decision/possible action with value
claims that have no factual basis?

b. Is my source(s) of information a reliable source?
c. Do I have enough relevant information to justify my tentative

deCision?
d. Do my reasons support/refute my conclusion/decision?
e. Will this be,a workable choice of action, considering my perqpnal

and environmental factors in this situation?
f. Is this choice of action morally defensible?

1) What would happen if everyone made this -'choice?

(Univgrsal TIst)
2) How would I like to be the person affected by this decision?

(Role Reversal _Test)
3) In a similar or different situation, would this choice"still

be best? (New Cases Test)

3. Justifying decision/choices of actions with adequate and reliable
reasons

a

'-a. Reflects adequate information to support/refute decision/idea
b. Uses reliable information MO sources for the situation
c. Shows consideration for the moral defensiveness of potential

action

4. Cbllaboratimg with others to decide what too, i.e. negotiiting diff-
erences and creating workable and morally defensible action for the
situation,inCluding considering the values and goals of all involved,

Unit ObjecCtives 4

To help students:

a. Understand and want to use the decision making process more
effect4vely with concern for the well-being of self and others. III

(Cont'd)
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b. USe practical reasoning to resolve everyday and controversial
practical problems

1) Gather adequate, reliable information (facts and values)

2) Question and test what is best or ought to be done
3) JUstify decisions with adequate and reliable reasons

C. Make decisions based on consideration for the well-being
of self rand others

A

6

ti

44.
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INTRODUCTORY MODULE

CONCEPT: ttRACTICAL REASONING - "Hoit Do You Decicie,17

,11
0.0Ie

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Value Of
practical
reasoning

Alternative ways
to make decisions
Blind
acceptancl

- Impulsive; or
whim
Tradition or
habit

- Practical
reasoning

45

STRATEGIES
Jr"

Read, tape, or create skit *Should I Continue School? or *The Tale of the Four Smurfs
showing how peoide make decisions differently with various consequences. Create or
adapt a atory\for your Students' interests.

Divide the class into four listening teams to listen for how each individual in the
story makes decisions.

Team.1: Rita or Smurf 1 .(Impulsive, superficial thinker)
-- Team 2: Jack or Smurf 2 (Traditional, superficial thinker)
--,Team 3: Beth or Smurf 3 (Prudential practical reasoning)
- -Iteam 42 Bob or Smurf -4 (Ethical/moral practical reasoning)

-Provide listening guide *How Are Decisions Made? for students to use in listening to
And discussing the stories. In small groups and then in total group, compare the
quality of the decision making processes used:

-- What decision was made by each character?
- - What facts and values, if any, did each consider as made decision?

1. What were the goals of each?
2. What
3. What situational factors did each consider? -c--7

o:mal factors of all people involved?
b. Environmental factors affecting decision?

-- What alternative aotion (to decision made) was considered?
-- How did each make his/her decision?
-- What was the ba$is for each individualW decision? 'Compare the way

,his/her decision. How alike? different?
- - Would other decisions might have been made 'if probably consequences

considered.

[NOTE: Example is based on *Should I Continue School?f

each made

had been

4E



PROCESS
SKILLS

4

47

CONCEPTS

_Characteristics
of practical
reasoning
- Adequate,
reliable infor-
mation

- dtctical
thinking:
sceptical,
scrutinizing
questioning

- Justifiable
reasons
- Adequate
- Reliable
Morally
defensible

Characteristics
,91f prudential

practical
reasoning

Chiracteristics
of moral
practical
reasoning

V

I

0.01e

STRATE6ES

Summarize discussion in chart on chalkboard or transparency,' e.g.
Willtai
MUM ONC114001

* fbC11 ado Mims IMMO
_____

Wslese/boale Situational factors a toinativea cOafegiitoce. IASAS fOR OMMION

alt.

Jack

Seth

Sob

Quit
school

Quit
achool

Continua
school

,, ,

t

Continua
school ,

942.112

dace in fury
bother will
wthere going

Stat. marriage laws

Changing Voorld
lack of money

v _

edoetbility of
children and their
nowt*
No real-elms job
Littleifloney
deeding education to

achieve goal
,

,

,

---

e

Branch college
fochnlOol sclseol

beta processing
pkogrm.

collage

,

,

---

t

---

Self-
swpportlwg

fee

full-tide
job

.

41

Whim or impulse
Suparficial thinking

Oa impalas, tra-
ditlon, irrational
W.hlwsyy
Ne oonaldarattom of
ltornstIved, com-
segusevos,loclowe
offactiog decision
mad wale's, geoid
seed..[ those e.
olvoarnad

Talked openly with
ethers Marls,
goslings, ansalsgs

Conelisred facts sad
'Mosso goals,
values, situational
factors, alter-
listless. and olor
ongwevivs of theme
conoornad

basal &chaos la
situational sod
sal t- interest

valusaigoalo

Talking with
rallabls *Chars,
Wearing feelings,

°smoldered feat* mod
values' goals,

'wine., eltwational
lactose, altar-
asthma, cap-
sedwonoes of tbb..
concemerd
based decision ow
situation and well-
other at self and

rsothe istkdosi/
moral) vile*/ ,

. \
.-,

.

forget mAssol
Mot graduating

.,

golds'
Comtinue learning
Se independent
Congealed* [gruel

education

kViida)
Jgall-being of self

.

..

424810;

Marry bath
full-time. wall
paying lob
fugazo for
uncortalnty of

tutus.
both golf afel wife

. saluostede'sake
world bettor place

altittli *dews
ceilddreft.s wall-

beam.) wa
of world

ze the characteristics of practical reasoning. , .Summari:
)

- - What are same decisions you'have had to mfikq?

- - What situations haNie you been in that you \lad to decide what to do? -

7- How have you made your decision? (Even no verbal decision is a decisipn!Y,

-- On impulse? whim?
-- On what has been done before? habit? tradition?

-- On facts and values? reasons? Did you use the practical reasoning
process or parts of it? Is

-- How might you improve your practical problem solving skills?

4 s
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PROCESS
SKILLS

.CONCEPTS

Characteristics
of self-
interest values

Characteristics
of ethical
values

49

0.01e

STRATEGIES

Collect caftoons illustrating cartoon characters acting on prudential/self-centered
and moral /ethical values. Mount cartoons reflecting prudential values on one poster
and cartoons reflecting moral values on another poster. Work in groups to decide what
each group of cartoons have in common. Summarize meanings of prudential and moral
values. Create a bulletin board showing differences and labeling cartoons or other
illustrations.

Role play

Prudential/Self-Interest Values Moral/Ethical Values

(What is dehirable for well- (What is desirable for well-
being of self; often short- being of others, now and in
term benefit) 'future)

: After School Snack (Developed by Mary Conover, Graduate Student, The

-situation 1:

Situation 2:

Ohio State University)

.. .

Sue/Mike's mother prepared a cake, nd left it ow 'kitchen table.

it
Sue/Mike's mother usd.y left sn,,, on kitchen e. When Sue/Mike
came home, she/he cut a piece and a e it. Sue/Mike's mother arrived
first as she/he finished the last delicious crumb.

Discuss:

- How did each feel? What did each value?
-7 How did Sue/Mike make decisions? on impulse? habit?

based on legitimate, i.e. logical, justifiable reasons?
considskation Of situational factors?

- - Did siii/he jiAtify decision/action oi self-centered or'
ethical Values?

Sue/Mike's mother prepared a cake for guests at a club meeting that
evening. Sue/Mike knew about the meeting and that she planned to
make a cake for the meeting. She/he cut a piece anyway because
she/he was hungry. Sue/Mike's mother arrived just as she/he finished
the last crumb.

50
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Characteristics
of ethical
values
(continued)

I

Discuss:

-- Mow did each feel? What did each value?
How did Suep/Mike make decisions? on impulse? hhbit?.
based on legitimate, i.e. logical, justifiable reasons?
consideration of situational factors?

-- Did she/he justify decision /action -on self-centered or
ethical values?

-- If you were a mother, what values would you want your children
to use as the basis of your decision to cut or not cat the cake?

- How might this problem be resolved for the well-being of all?

Sittion 3: Sue/Mike's mother baked a cake for a bake
wIrle cakes woulde-mald. Sue/Mike knew
cake for their younger brother to take to
piece of-cake and,finished the last crumb
home.

Discuss:

.r

sale the next day. Only
their mother was to bake the
the sale. She/he cut a
as her/his mother arrived

Discuss{

-- How did each fedl? What did each value?
- - How did Sue/Mike make decisions? on impulse? habit?

based on legitimate, i.e. logicil, justifiable reasons?
consideration of situational factors?

- - Did she/he justify decision/action on self-centered or
ethical values?

.

-- What are some decisions that have more long-term effcts than'.
permission?

7-- What experience have you had where:

116

I

tting a cake without

-- people made decisions that were in their best interests bi.t not yours? your
best interest? both?

-- you made decision affecting other people in your interests? theirs? both?
-- what were the consequences of these decisienh? n

. 4,1 52
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Characteristics
of ethical
values
(continued)

Bases for
decisions

i

Characteristics
of reliable
sources

4

0.01e

STRATEGIES

What values do you want others to base their decisions on?
What values do you.base your decisions on? What if everyone did that?

Create a continuum on chalkboard or shelf-paper:

NOW DO r00 MAXI DOCI4100117

I PUMP WaidTANCit mum PlacTIM NIASON1110
1

Saes. Per Of.
Omclaiess

(Massa.). -- inaccurate information -- Accurate information
-- irrelevant information nelsvant information
-- Unreliable information -- Reliable information
-- Value claims. no facts -- Value claims supported.
-- Power of others foots

ilsormosd personal choice.
-- Well-being of self

-WO*, of other.
-- Workable, for ,

situation

Give examples of ways you (or others) have made decisions based on each of the blind
acceptance bases and the practical reasoning bases. Share the consequences of these -
decisions, such as:

-- Inaccurate information:
When and how girl gets pregnant---unwanted pregnancy

Unreliable informatiOn:
From a salesperson who wanted to'sell cookware---expensive, unneeded cookware

- - Power of others:

Peers insisting on person drinking, driVing---accident: death, disability

Write three decisions you have made; bases for decisions and consequences.

Discuss characteristics of reliable sources of 'infOrmation and characi.eristics of
unreliable sources. Share examples; list on chart for future class reference:

54



PROCESS
SKILLS

J

CONCEPTS

Characteristics
of reliable
sources
(continued)

Reflection

55

4

0.01e

STRATEGIES

- - Experience and education in relevant area
-- No conflict of interest.or self-centered motive(s)

Certification or licensing in area of expertise used, as required

Summarize understandings of the value of practical reasoning based on ethical /coral
values. Endourage to generalize; for example:

4

Practical reasoning, based on ethical/Moral values, rather than impulsive,.
traditional or irrational decision making, is necessary if the best
decision is made for the well-beireof all concerned.

Set goals for using_ practical reasoning, rather than impulsive or irrational thinking,
in class, in FHA/HERO, and in.everyday decisions.

On chalkboard, transparency, or large poster, draw two ladders side by side: "The
Decision Making Ladder" and "The-IIMpact Process Ladder". Number rungs as indicated
on *Ladders of Decisions. As a review, divide the class in half. Have one group
list the steps of decision making and the other group list the impact process steps.
Discuis*similarities and.differences. As a class, develop and list the thinking
processes involved in practical reas ing that provides the "power" in good decision
molting and impact process, and adc to e impact ladder. (See example -*Ladders of
Decisions)

Keep a record for a week of decisions regarding "wh at to do",questions and how you
made decisions. Shaie and discuss ways you can develop a "tractical reasoning
fhabat".

56
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SHOULD I CONTINUE SCHOOL?

FOUR DECISIONS

'Time: Friday afternton, one week before high school graduation and the
end of school.

Characters: Four members of the junior and senior class Jack, Rita,
.Bob, and Beth.

Scene 1: Jack and Rita have been dating for the last few months. They've
had some fun times, but never talked of marrying. Jack seldom studies
and hates school, he doesn't like to think things through carefully,
often putting down the first thing that comes to mind. He has just been

. told he Will not be able to graduate. He meets his girl friend, Rita, in
4 the school parking lot. "Mr. Willard says I can't graduate next Friday
because I failed geometry," he tells Rita, a junior honor roll student.
Then he adds: "I'll drive you"home."

"Ok," she replies: They are quiet for a while as they drive toward
Rita's home, then Jack says: "Let's get married tomorrow!"

"Are you kidding? Do you mean it?" asked Rita. (She is excited that
someone would ask her to marry, especially someone as handsome as Jack!)

"Sure I mean it," replied Jack. °We could go over to_Illinbis and get
married. We can forget about schodl and graduation, Wh6 needs to
graduate anyway? Doesn't mean anything. My dad and grandfather never,
graduated from high school and they're 0.k We can do whatever we want
next week. I've got $485 and we can really have us a honeymoon!"

"What will I tell Mother?" asks Rita.

"Just saysay we're going to get something to eat and see a movie."

Iv

-, Scene 2: Bob and Beth, .graduating seniors, have been dating for two
years, usually spending Saturday evening together. This SAkturda 4. nb
exception. *Bob suggests they go for a hike around the nilifiby lake ore
dark. They discuss again their plans to marry. wish 4e could m' _._111(
this summer,"'.he tells Beth. "Where would we live? How would we'bu
food?. clothes? furniture? -gas?" asks Beth. _III thought you wanted to b -

t ake the data processing program at the technical school."

% 40 .-

You're right, he answers. ."I nAd'a'full7time job 'and we both need more
education. WADothmed tote better prepared for whatever we'll face
in the future., Mr. Willard says I'll.do good at the technical school, or

, college, if I decide to gobut I'm feeling pretty scared right, now,
graduating and starting that in three weeks."

(Coned)

314
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"You're afraid you won't be as successful at the technical school as you
were in high school and you want to be more successful so you can find a
good job after that," Beth responded, checking to see if, she understood
how,he_was feeling.

"Yeah," muruired Bob. "I want:to be successful so we, and our kids (when
we have them, and if we have them), will have the things 'we need, and I
want to find ways of making our world a better place to live. ".

"I want to be the best person I can be, too," responded Beth: "We'll
both need.to keep learning and growing for the rest of our lives, if
we're to keep up with the way our world is changing.. Continuing my
education at the branch (college) or technical school is important to me,
and I want to know I can support myself and be independent for a while
before we marry."

Post-Seri Jack and Rita were married that weekend, and lived'with
his arents. Jack had a series of jobs, none paying very well. Rita
stayed at home and was very bored,ftnhappy", and surprised'at what Jack
was like as a person. She often wished she had finished school but
Jack didn't want her to finish or to go to work. Six years later they
were divorced and Rita returned to school.

Bob and Beth were married two years later after they finished their
technical education programs.

* This is a true story, except the kames and places have been changed.

\.

irc
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THE TALE OF THE FOUR SMURFS

Once upon a time, there were four young'Smurfs. These young Smurfs lived
in a mushroom home with Papa Smurf in Smurfdom where Gargamel, a big
outsider, had come toadive. The young Smurfs, and their parents and
grandparents before them, had lived very happily and peacefully in their
mushroom houses. Since Gargamel had come to live nearby, the Smurfs were
all afrSid Gargamel would capture them and harm them. tile especially liked
eating fresh mushrooms, especially bei§e and white mushrooms.

One day, Papft Smurf said, "You are growing up. It is time fo'r you to `'-

have your own home." So the four young Smurfs started off to see what
they would find to build a home with. Soon they saw a new white mush-
room. The first Smurf said, "I'll make this mushroom my home.';" So the.

first Smurf set to work to cut window6 and doors in the white Mushroom.
In a little while, the house was finished. "Some see my nice house,"
the first Smurf called to his Smurf friends.

The other Smurfs came and lopked. "It's'a very nice house," Said the
third Smurf', "but Gargamel loves white musjarooms!"

"Oh, I'll be all right," said the first Smurf who had made his home from
the white mushroom. And he went inside to play Ata'ri.

The other three Smurfs continued on down the street. Soon they saw a
pretty beige mushroqm.

The second Smurf exclaimed: "A mushroom just like Papa Smurf's house!"
So she set,to Work to make her house look just like Papa's house. In no

time at all, she had created herself a nice little beige home. "Come and

see my nice, house," she called to her Smurf griends.

"Your house is very nick," said the fourth Smurf brot r, "but it's
Gargamel's favorite kind of mushroom."

"Oh, but it's just4like Papd Smurf's home, I'll be all right," said the
second Smurf who had created a home from the beige mushroom. And she

went to play ,Pac-Man.

The third and fourth Smurfs decided to build.themselves a really safe
house that Gargamel would not harm. So they wentAto"thei? lumber yard and

asked: "What can we buildia house with?" ,The salesperson' said,
"Mushrooms, bark or pebbles?" "Which would make the safest house from
Gargamel" asked the third Smurf.. The salesperson replied, "The pebbles.
Gargamel doesn't seem to bother those.."'_ "How long will it take to build
a house from these materials and how much will each cost?" asked the
Smurfs. After much discussion, including' thinking deliberation, the
Smurfs_concluded that even though the pebble house would take longer to

(Cont'd)

P.,
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build 'and would cost more than houses created from mushrooms, the pebble
house would be stronger and keep them safe from Gargamel.'

ell
So the third'and

0

fourth Smurfs collected some pebbles and s "to work.
The other two Smurfs came to watch their brothers work. "Why do you spend

, so much time building a house of pebbles?" they asked them. "If you had
Wilt, one of mushrooms you would be finished already. Then you could come-
Ind play with us."'

.
_ c ,

"Yes, but our pebble houses will be much safer," the third and fourth
Stutfs said. "You'll see when Gargamel comes around."

The third Smurf went,into his house an4 locked his door. The fourth
Smurf was concerned about-the safety oi the other smurfs in Smurfdom and
went to town hall to discuss what could be done to keep all the Smlirfs
from harm, and even Gargamel.

While the fourth'Smurk was gone, Gargamel came to look for Mushrooms.

First he went to the white mushroom house that the first Smurf built.
He picked the mushroom and the first little Smurf just managed to escape
asthe mudhroom tipped over.

Next,.Gargamel went to the beige mushroom house that the second Smurf
built. He picked the large beige mushroom and passed on by the two pebble

A houses.

4,#

The first Smurf ran to get his sister who was playing Pac-Man and the
other Smurf s. "Come quick!" he called. "Gargamel is destroying all our
homes."

All the Smurfs ran down the street shouting, throwing rocks and whatever
they could find. Finally GatgAmel was.surrounded by angry Smurfs.

The fourth Smurf and Papa Smdrf, hearing the angry noise, arrived to ask:
7Whals going on?" A.

Gargamel is destroying all our homed!" cried the second Smurf. "Yes,"
added the first Smurf. "He destroyed both our new mushroom homes!"

"Then only two homes hav%:been harmed?" asked the fourth Smurf. As they
looked around this seemed to be true. "You're acting like humans again!"
cried Papa Smurf in exasperation. "Gargamel, why did you take our homes?!'
asked the fourth Smurf.

"I didn't know they were homes," replied Gargamel. "I was just gathering
mushrooms for myospring mushroom feast when you all started chasing me."

With many apologies, the SmUrfs waved good-bye to Gargamel. "There's-a
group of mushrooms beneath the oak trees on the next hill," called the
fourth Smurf as Gargamel roUnded the Smurfdom curvq, "but check for
inhabitants before'you pick this time!"

THE END



HOW ARE DECISIONS MADE?

GLISTENING /DISCUSSION GUIDE)

directions: After listening to the story, summarize story details for each individual in story.
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DECISION MAKING.
STEPS

ACCEPT,RESPONSIBILITY

4. SELECT ALTERNATIVE

3. WEIGH ALTERNATIVES

, \\.

2. )SEEK ALTS NATIVES

(1. IDENTIFY PROBLEM

t

LADDERS OF DECISIONS
z

IMPACT PROCSS STEPS
I

ALYZE: FOLLOW-UP

ACT

ACTION PLAN.: WHO, WHAT HOW ETC.

T GOAL

I
AOICATLY)EFENSIBLE REASONS

ONTIMVOUk QUESTIONING_, TESTING

CONSEQUENCES
I

- ALTERNATIVES

- SITUATIONAL FACTORS

GQAIJS AND VALUES'OF INVOLVED

*GATHER ADEQUATE, RELIABLE INFORMATION

.1: IDENTIFIES CONCERN

-4
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INTRODUCTORY MODULE

CONCEPT: PRACTICAL REASONING "What's Best To Do?"

PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Characteristics
of controversy

Chardttemlatics
of practical
problems

64

STRATEGIES

I.

0.01

4

Develop bulletin board, Controversy! What's best to do? Use video game graphics suet
as large yellow Pac-Man or Ms. Pac-Man ready to "eat" title made from white cird%s
with black letters. Make a collage of newspaper articles, editorials, Dear Abby fitters,

and letters to the editor that eflect controversial issues facing families, individuals
and/or community. Highlight the issue in yellow on each clipping. Over the clippings
add the questions:

Be impulsive?
--'Follow others?
-- Use habits,. tradition?
-- Use practical reasoning?

In small groups, analyze the clippings and identify the. controversial issues that are
practical problems in families and communities such as:

- - Should parents look for evidence of drugs in children's rooms?
-- Should parents restrict children's TV viewing?
-- Should individuals eat any diet suggested by the mass media, i.e. books, magazines,
oradio, television, etc.

- - Should communities have laws restricting where people with special needsOcan
live? (Elderly, deiAlopmentally delayed, ex- prisoners

Discuss the meanid9 of controversy. Develop a list of the characteristics of controversy
to use as a criteria for identifying controversial issues. Add criteria to bulletin
board:

S.

-- Conflict or differences between ideas, information sources, conclusion,
theories or opinions.

-- Occurs when many choices available

- Reflects differing values, i.e. of what is important or worthwhile

65
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

Ar
Characteristics
of practical
problems
(continued)

r

V

66

-- Requires decision making and action
-- Consequences of actions uncertain

OfttnA0Apraciolical, "what to do", problem
-,Requires practical reasoning for best decisi /1for all concerned ,/

List practical/controversial problems' students face every day at home; at school; at
their Cork. Divide into four groups to be "Futurists": list practical problems you
may face in 2 years; 5years; 10 years; and 20 years. Share and discuss how to
prepare for handling these problems.

)ft dobwe hal5e so many controversial issues today? How should we solve these issues?

- - Impulsively?

.By habit?
--7,473 others solve them?
-- By reasoning?

Discuss meanings of each way of solving Lnljoversial issues.

Use chalkboard/talk to explain components and skills involved `in practical reasoning.
See *Model of Practical Reasoning.

Inapall groups, list the advmOtages
Crate a reatbns assembly chart with
Summarize small group discussions on

4dvantages:

Consogusincos:

and consequences of each' problem solving approach.
reasons for solving issues dth each'approach.
chart titled "How Should We Solve Issues".

\
ITtslisively?, Habit? Like Others? - Reasoning?

1
..'

,

§.

.

_____-
.----

67



PROCESS
SKILLs'

68

CONCEPTS

Characteristics
of practical
problems
(continued)

Practical

reasoning skills:
- Gather

adequete,
reliable infor
mation (Facts
and v4ues)-1

- Question and
test bases for
decisions

- Justify action
with adequate,

-- How well do you think? ,
. relevant, and
morally defen- --.Do yoU accept whatever anyone tells you? as the truth? as fact?. IN
sible reasons . -7 Do you question? bo you make questioning a "thinking habit" of b'eing sceptical?

r

4

0.01" ,

14
STRAtEGIES

In small gromps, compart playing video game such as Pac7Man or Ms. Pac-Man to making
decisions in We. Suitimarize similarities' and differences onchalkboard",.transparency
or chart.-

Similarities 1' .' .

.

Differ4nces ..

. .
.

.

Sometimes make decisions impulsit4ply or by .

habit with disastrOus results. '

Have to consider situational factors (mrst!rs,
tunnel, etc. on Pac-Man), ilternatives A
consequences. .

Often have to make split-second decisions th
no time to think so must depend on
habits and knowledge developed earl
.

..
''.

, ,

.

.

-,..

-Life's problems are more complex.

In life, dealing with people who think,
create, have values, goals, feelings,
nfeds so.much more unpredictable than

. .

Pat-Man characters.
In life, decisions can have more long-term

effects on the people involved thar) .

decisions made playing Pac-Han.
Consequences of act-ions/decisions in life

are not as predictable as when playing
Pac-Man.

.

r

Compare the effects of practical reasoning in personal-relationships and achieving.
goals to the- "energizers" in the Pac-Man game)or make analogy with other current
interests or ideas.

Use *Energize...:with Practical Reasoning checklist4and discuss the meanings and
necessity for each communication and, thinking skill in practical reasoning. Plan
to use practical reasoning process and skills throUghout the course in eXAmining
practical' problems. Plan to periodically reflect on progress in developing skills
using the 40Energize....with Practical Reasoning checklist.

Discuss:

II

Dialogue/
collaborate

- -"e with others to
decide what's
best to do

scrutinizing? ,

-does ing scepticiI mean? scrutinizing mean? . ,

act in scrutinizing ways? =That occupa9ion/profession requires
ers/me 1'"' "rs to bescrutinizihg? What do people i0o ard scrutinizing do?

51
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PROCESS
SKILLS

VIP

p

CONCEPTS

Characteristics
of

- Value'

principles
Value claims
Factual claims

0.01

STRATEGIES

Explain: Value principles can be a criteria to help us judge what is beet to do.Value principles are value claims that.can be Stipported by factual claims. In ourcountry; we have basic'sacial value principles to guide legal decisions and justify
public policy affecting familiep and individuals.

Compare examples of value claims/alternative actions and facts or factual claim.
Use activity sheet *Facts? or Value.Claims?. Identify the characteristics of eachand list on transparency, chart,' or board.

Basic social

values

CHARACTERISTICS

Value Claims
Fapts or Factual Claims

1. Judgmentp about worth of something
.

,

Statementa can be determined true or false
PYF 'aT. Reflects desirability or undesirability

of something
.

-- Making sensory observations
-- Being clear aboub meanings of rds3. Includes value terms: in stailements

-- Ought -- Best, Worse
-- Should -- Desirable,
-- Worthwhile Undesirable

.

Interview judge or lawyer to identify the legal-ethical
and justify public policy and legal decisions affecting
Ask judge or lawyer to give examples of how evidence is
claims of each person in a legal dispute and how social
what is best.

4
Discuss using these social value principles as basis for decisions in the family
and personal relationships. In small groups, create a visual to illustrate how
each social value can be applied in the home-and family. Discuss why we should/
should not use the value principles to decide what is best for individual family
members and family as .a whole.

social values useeto- make
the family and individuals.,
collected to support value
values are used to decide

-- Rule of law 71
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SKILLS
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CONCEPTS

A

STRATEGIES

72

Basic social
values
(continued)

Qse Ofdeci6ion
tests

Universal test
Role' eversal
test
New c ses test

--t.Equal protection under law
-T74 Due process

-- JuStice; equal opportunity
)1\-1

- -if Preservation of peace and order /--,--
f-- Reason as means for dealing with-tonflict

-- Personal libvty.
10'

. 4

4°4-- Separation oe'powers - .

-- Local control of loca 4oblems

Discuss how families and indlViduals can create for themselves a chart of reasons to
decide what is best to do. By collecting factd_regarding probable consequences and
conte*tual factors, controversialvalue issues can be reduced to a factual problem.
Using t1 se facts as evidence in support Of each alternative, decisions can be made
and,tested to decide if ethically and morally justifiable.,

As a class, choose a controversial issue. Work. in small groups as in a family and
use practical reasoning skills to analyze facts and values. Use *Practical
Reasoning Think-Sheet to decide what to do. Use decision tests for each alternative
value claim. 'Decide which alternative is ethically justifiable using the decision
tests. Compile information in a Reasons Assembly Chart,

'PACTS:

Consequences

Situatiobal
Factors

VAWIS to be
oonsideredi

Alternative actions (Value claims):

Parents Restrict TV
.

No Restrictions on TV
Parents and Child

,
Plan TV Watching

., -
..

.

.

.

,

,

t
.

. /
.

.

,
c

.
.
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CONWTS STRATEGIES

/e. 7 ... ,

4.Use of decision -Role plalepossible consequendes of the alternative fictions in the issue. Discuss:
tests

c

- Universal test -- The feelings of those involved after each enactm nt
- Role reversal -- The values of those involved

test -- The reasons for the alternative (value claim)
1.14k-

,---New case'S. test

(continue0 :Make a decision of what Iv should do regarding t levision viewing now for your own
.

Jot

11

development and What you would do as a parent.

L

irk

I

JF

ti

75
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/ A MODEL OF PRACTICAL-REASONING

(i Palm for a Chalkboard/Talk and Suggested Diagram for Practical Reasoning)

!:Objective:

7 GeneralAitation:

ti

To understand the components/skills involved in practical
reeeoning.

ical reasoning involves critical and creative
ing, communicating, and examining meanings and

values in an atmosphere of trust and openness,
interacting with action.

MESSAGE ACTION

Practical, reasoning, not impulsive
or irrational thinking, is needed to
detide what is best to do abdut
practical problems affecting the
well-being of self and others- -
especially those in our families.

Practical reasoning involves people. .

coimnui4cating openly. As they
common sate they also create a
trusting atmosphere. -

(Describe this communication
further. Discuss meaningsc..4:

-- Open communication b

-- Trusting envirament
-- What can be done to create

an open environment)

In practical reasoning everyone
interacts so the best decisions
are made. The dec4sion makers in
families, individuals and
communities seek the FACTS AND
VALUES of those affected so the
best decision can be made. The

facts and values particularly
needed to solve practical, "what
to do " Vrol;lems include: ;

-- Alternative actions to solve
_problem

-- Probable consequences to
actions

-- Situational factors: personal
and environmental
Goals and values of all
involved 7 6

47

(As talk and explain practical
reasoning process, draw symbols to
represent process on chalkboard,
poster or trasparencies. See
exampltW

In a semi-circle, c!iaw 11 circles,
squares, and other shapes to
represent peokl.e--end their
differences.- Add hair and ties to
illustrate differences. Connect
the shapes with arrows to denote
people interacting and communicating
together with longer arrow at
the bottom of the semi - circle. Then

write 05 CATE 4n the shapes as
shown on following drawing.

Write FATS ANDVALUES in top of
inside semi-ci5eie.

Write ALTERNATIVES,
CONSEQUENCES,
SITUATIONAL FACTORS,

* PERSONAL y -4
-- ENVIRONMENTAL

GOALS AND VALUES OF ALL
inside, circle as indicated.



Throughout this process of gathering
and sharing. facts and values, those
who will be affected by the decision
being made SHARE MEANINGS, QUESTION,
SCRUTINIZE, and NEGOTIATE
DIFFERENCES!

1Discuss what th terms mean)

:mailings,
sometimes inv ves reading,

Gathering facts, valu and clarifying

talking to.peopldkompinvest ating
comparing with people at ,k, at home.
and in the community.,,,,,

-- (Give examples of how this workszoin
families, organizations, community)

After adequate information is
collected the situational fdctors
and values and goals can be used as
the CRITERIA'to evaluate the.alter-
nativeryActions.

The potential decisions or alter-
native'actfons can be tested to
deterthine if they are ethically

justifiable. For example, we can
ask ourselves:

Cr

AI the top and bottom of a longer arrow
between the shapes representing people
at the bottom of the semi-circle, write'

SHARE MEANINGS and NEGOTIATE DIFFERENCES
as shown oh,the diagram.

1

Bracket "situation and values/goals
and write CRITERIA a4shown on
diagram. . ,

Write TEST DECISION on the diagram
as shown.

1. What would'happen ireve,uone
made this choice? this decision?
This is called the UNIVERSAL Write UNIVERSAL under TEST DECISION.

TEST.

2. How would I like to be the
person affected by this
decigr HO, would I feel?
Woul want(this action to be

taken? This is the ROLE
REVERSAL TEST.

1. In a similar situation, would
this choice/action still be

best? (NEW CASES TEST)

These communication and thinking

skills are constantly interacting with

our ACTIONS.

Most often we are not' conscious of our
processing all the informatign needed

(possible.alteihatives, conseqUences,
situatio9el-fact9Fs and values) to make

the best decision as we act.

Write ROLE REVERSAL under UNIVERSAL.

Write NEW CASES under ROLE REVERSAL.

Dral(Continuous interaction of people

with their information and this action.

(See diagram. Write in ACTION.)

I

This interaction and intertwining of

thinking, communicating and action Write PRACTICAL REASONING on diagram.

comprises practical reasoming. Becoming

skilled in using thisp processes can
help us all' make decirliong we can be

proud of--now and in the l'uture.

48. 77
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NERGI3F- WITH PRACTICAL REASONING!

4
Decisions' Decisiond! How you make-decisions or help others make decisions can

make a difference In the well-being of you and others.

The fourENERGIZERS" of practical reasoning can help you make the best decisions
and take the best action.

CHECK ( v/ ) YOURSELF!

DO YOU:

Gather adequate,"reliable information to help make your decisions?
From reliable *woes?

a. Goals and values of those Involved?
b. Situational factors?

11 Personal factors of all involved? For example:
a) Resources: skills, knowledge, money, etc.?
b) Developmental needs?

-2) Enlironmental factors? For example:
a) Laws: national, state, }oral, family?
b) Governmental agencies, institutions?
c).Economic resources?
d) Social relationships?
e) Cultural lectors: mores, taboos, social values?

c. Alternative action or choices?
d.- Consequences of action or choices?

Question: test: osinghcareful scrutinizing thinking, about what is
best or'ought to be done?

a. What facts do I have/need to support my possible action?
valueaiTms?
Am)I only supporting my decision/possible action with
value claims that have no factual basis?'

b. Is my sources) of information reliable?

c. Do I have enough relevant information to justify my decision?

d. Do my reasoner lUpPort or refute my conclusion/decision?

e. Will this be a workable Choice of action,4considering my
personal and environmental factors in this situation?

f. Is this choice of action morally'defeniAble?
1) What would happen I/ everyone made this choice?
,.2) How would I like to be the person affected '0

thie decision?
3) In a similar or different situation, would this

choice be best?

Justify decision/choice of action with'uleauate anereliable_reasone
a. lteflf&ts adequate information to support/refute decision?
b. Use; reliable information and sources for the situation?
c. Shows consideration for the well-being of people involved?

Dialogic 9r 9011aborate with others to decide what is best to do?

a. Listen and sk Iluestions to understand reasons behind

Position?,
_b. Compare meanings, ideas?

c. Opoply, clearly share ideas and feelings?
d Support others, recognisIngleelings: strengths?,
v. Cooperate and expect others to cooperate?
f. Ask qpestions-to gain and clarify meanings?
g. Negotlate to create alternative action for well-being of all?

MAKE PRACTICAL REASONING A THINKING HABIT I

50
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Reasoning

f'

Ue31-i on .

ACEQUATh, RELIABLE INFORMATION ?: RELIABLE SOURCE?:
- a

GOALS, VALUES;OF NI CONCERNED?

PERSONAL AND ENVIRONMENTAL FACTS?

ALTERNATIVE CHOICES.?

CONSEQUENCES?

VALUE ClAI116...wim NO FACTS _TO SUPPORT?

WORKABLE ALTERATIVE CHOKE?

MORALLYIEFENIVbECISION?

- BEST FOR My WELL=BEIUG AND OTHERS': WELLBEJNG?

'FOR liMeAND IN :THE FUTURE?

VAT IF:

E DID 'THIS?

I WERE OTHER PERSON(S) INVOLVED( PFFECTED?

ICY SITUATION CHANGED?

RQ 82
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DpECT IONS:

2.

3.

4.

5.

*TS? OR VAtit CLAIMS? * mt

.

-'se Adapted &tom Hatgken, F. and Goozens-Conton,
M. with Sheak, T. What,to do PegauUng 4
the Pakenthood Vecision? Univeksity pakk,
Penn.: -The Pennsyfuania State Univek4 y,
1981.

, . -

,'
Compare the examples of statements below.' Write a V for lue
Claim and a Fufor Fact or Factual Claim in the blanks at
lett. Describe the charactettics of Value Claims., and'

. Factual Claims in the chart a .the bottom of the page.
v

4 N

People, should not be alloWed to marry before age 18..
The age "for marriage without parental consent in rttiAy states

People shstii'd be,allowpdto marry ,before age 18.1

0111Ei/eryone ought to' eat'an adequatelbalancegdiet.

Eating a nutritious diet is Unimportant, not worthiwhile.

6. -Opttmum health requires a baldhced divt of,carbOhydrates, fats,
protein, vitamihge minerals', and. waterie-

.

7 Anything that easels distrest and anxiety-ugiht to be undortaken.

8. Alcoholic drinks give a false'Anse of easing distress and anxiety
and actually increase distresstand anxiety-in maw instances.,

th

1

is 18.

9. We should help others d4010141edistrets.

Ak

SUMMARIZE THE CHARACTERISTICS:

7

VALUEriCLAIMS-

4

FACT OR FACTUAL CLAIMS .;

KEY: VC = 1, 3, AO, 5, 7,%9
FC = 2, 6, 8 .

4

-1

Eit'3.

52
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° PRACTICAL REASONING THINK-SHEET

* Developed 1)4# HeatheA Boggs and Sue
SaitavaM, Spkingtiietd South H.S.,
and Janet F. Las-tea, The Ohio'
State UniveasZty

NAME

PERIOD'

*GROUP./

STEP it IDENTIFY THE PROBLEM (Ask yourself some.questions on the topic)

STEP 2: SUGGEST POSSIBLE SOLUTIONS AND CONSEQUENCES

gOLUTIONS CONSEQUENCES

.ffly- 2.

3.

4.

la.

2a.

b.

3a.

b.

4b.b.

A

STEP. 3: IDENTIFY AND EXAMINE' PERSONAL 1ND ENVIRONMEMTAL FACTORS

IDENTIFY VALUES

f

r-.,.. . k .

tTEP 4: DECIDE ON ONE SOLUTION "ROM STEP 2 and JUTIFY YOUR DECISION
- o ,

- -

with adequate and rel, i le reasons
..

. W 1

SOLUTION REASONS THIS SOLUTION WAS CHOSEN
4

IDENTIFY croAL IDENTIFY SITUATIONAL FACTORS

STEP 5:. REFLECTION ANTS EVALUATION (Is4thit/folttioh a good one*

,Ask'yourself...these questions throurut your decision - making process.
1 ,

. e '

WA ''' % .

1. Do I ire fats to support my decisiob ':.-0.,

e
2. Are py sogrcesnof information r le? Eiplaiikwhy.

k

3. Do have- enough relevant formition .t.0 justify mydecision?

4
.

of my solutidn/adtion be for the well-being ,
r

." Will. the consequences

of myself and otters?

a What if everyone acted in this-way or selected this solution?

b. If I were th around me, how would 1'411 about this
solution/ac on?

-c. Would I do hid same thing in a new or another situation?

Why oro why hot?

How can I batter pr p e myself for this or a stmilaf situation

again?
- . 53 84



CONCEPT: VALUES - "Why I Am What I Am"

PROCESS
SKILLS

af

CONCEPTS

Definition 'aria

identification
of values

Effect of values
on actions

.

INTRODUCTORY MODULE

STRATEGIES

0.02e-
v.

F

What comes to your mind when.you'hear the 'word "vane"?

In -mall groups, study magazine/newspaperadvortisenents which are aimed at teenagers.
What 'values are communicated in the ads? _Make a poster with the ads labeled by yalues.
Post on bulletin board. Consider-values which are no ot ften for ayed in advertise;
ment8 (frugality, satisfaction with at we have, voluntary simp city).. List all Of
the values on the board.

r

.4%

Listen to current popular records. Classify yalues portrayed in the lyrics. Add to
klist on the board.

-74

dividually ran order -the values written on the board in order of what is important
to you. Would this order have been different five years ago?' Do you think it will be
the same five years from now?

Our values guide our behavior. In small groups,
did you choose what you are wea4pg,today?

share answers, o the question: Why

Some teenagers who have been in troublp (shoplifting, vandalism) or experienced an
unwanted pregnancy say that their values were mixed up. What do you think they volh

by that?'

Describe .situations in which.people have jeopardizedousacrificed their lives for
values. Collect pews clippings depicting acts of heioism.

a

Uin oleferences, write definitions fqr the word "value". Wpineethese into an
acce ted class definiion. 'Compare this definition to these statements about valuO:

at is worthwhile
what is important
giverdiregtion to life

"basis of hpman motivation".
essential to choosing goale41.

what one live

,

V
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CONCEPT: VALUES "Why I po Wat I Do"

4.

0..02INTRODUCTORY MODULE

PROCESS
SKILLS

't

CONCEPTS STRATEGIES'

,

8

TApes of values

Awareness of
values underlying
home economics
content

la.

Review information sheet *Types of V41ues. Clarify definitions.

. In eight small groups, each group choose one type of value. Using references add
additional adjectives or descriptive words for that value.

Classify these statements about fOodb into types of values which are dominant. Explain.

reasons for classification.
A

-
A

ldrep should always clean their plate. (health-economic)
-- I `like Ao eat. (prudential)

I try 1 get adeqqate vitamin C evet day. (health)

-- I always observe food rules during Lent. (religion)

Cooking,at hpme isi,cheaper than gaitg out to a restaurant. (economic)
. -

-- Home cooking is much more appetizing than restaurant food. (aesthetic)

- I brought in cans of food when we had a drive to stock our community food

pantry. (moral)

I will not eat in a restaurant that looks dirty. (environmental- safety)

-[Note'' There may be additional values depending on meanings which students give each
statement. Be sure to have them clarify meanings as well as valups.]

,...

. - . .
.

List reasons whAeach
e

sof the perennial probllms is important to study. What, values

are indicated iti the reasons? ,
.

r;

Waite: Select only those perennial problfts which the class will be.studying.j
. ..

.0
.. .

(Note: In homelviits befort school starts you may ask parents what they believe
- is important .(3 teach,i4home,ecOtomics. You max compile this and giVe to students,

'asking tbem why paiehts^regponded as theydid.] r' M

1 11
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TYPES. OF VALUES 0.02
(POINTS OF VIEW FROM WHICH VALUE. JUDGMENTS CAN BE MADE)*

AESTHETIC

ECONOMICS

ENVIRON TAL

HEALTH & SAFETY -

INTELLECTUAL

.MORAL

PRUDENTIAL

RELIGIOUS

Concerned with appearance, beauty

Positive Value - Terms: pretty, exquisite,

Concerned with

Positive Value,

Concerned with

Positive. Value

Concerned with

Posite. Value

elegapf

control, cost", 4fficiency

Term: useful, efficient, functional, practical

state of environment

Terms: clean, sanitary, non:-polluting

physical well-being of ipdividual

Terms: safe, "healthy, wellness

Concerned with reasoning qi4

Positive Value Terms: scientific, rational, true, valid,
reliable, logical

Concerned with

-Positive Value

Concerned with

Pcisitive Value

Concerned ,with

Positive.Value

well-being of other people

Terms: just, fair, ethical, right

oneAkwn interests

Termsl, smart, wise, shr4wd, cleve4

folloWing reli416 e "'trine

Terms:. godly, spless, pious, devout
r

4

* Refers to kineof value judgment being made, or the ksind of reasons and-value pri4iples
.needed bp justify Audgmentt

Source: Teacher's Manual, The Elderly. Association for Values EduCation and.Research,
Reasoning Series, Ontario Institute for 111013 in Education, 1978.



CONCEPT': MANAGEMENT "Getting It Together"

INTRODUCTORY MODULE

4

0.03e

PROCESS
SKILLS

1."CONcEPTS STRATEGIES

90
ztr

Definition of
management

Definition and
classification o
goals

0

Definition and .

classification o
resources

Definition and
application of
the decisions
making process

.0

hat'comies to your mind when you hear the word "management"? Develop a class .

definition. .Compare it to these statements about management:

Using resources to reach goals
Using what you have to getoahat" you want

-.Involves decision- making

Write something you wanted to accomplish toddy; something you would like to be doing
five years from today. What values are rep7esented in the goals? As a class,
develop a definition of goals. Distinguish between short term 4nd long term goals.

Resources are the means or what we use to meet our goals. They are limited. Most
resources can be classified as material or human. Listresources.in eactcategory
(Material - money, equipment, food, property, material goods, community cilities;

Human time, energy, knowledge,,skills, cultural heritage, interests faith, ,

friends).

Individually list your top three material and top three human resour
your own "persdnal wedlth".

AV

to determine

t. 4$
.

. - ,

. ,

Review 'the *FHA/HERO Impact Planning, Process to illustrate decision-Making. (Note that *
the practical reasoning process stresses critically examining, evaluating, and
decision testing.] .

An FHA chapter was using the Impact planning process to plan forHA/HERO week., They
decided the following. Arrange in sequenie,and add the Impact symbol fdr eachc'step.

* "

-- Each of the activities was carried out,
- - What to do fdr FHA/HERO week.

Decided to put banner in school cafeterias do display.9ase, and have a
special activity each day of FHA/HERO week.

1
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PROCESS.

SKILLS
CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

4

Definition and
application of
the decision-
making process
(continued)

Yr'

IA

92

4

-- Brainstormed ideas of activities for FHA/HERO week.
Appointed,seven committees to plan each of the five days and two displays.
Chairperson of each committee prepared-a, written evaluation of the event and
suggestions for another year.

In small groups, write and perform skits or make posters showing examples of
management and mismanagement. Suggestions:,

4%. Student ready for school on time vs. late
-- Student with clean locker vs. messy locker

Student with homework vs. not done

For ,eadh skit or poster, answer'the following questions: What evidence was there of
setting ?, resource use? steps in the decision-making process?

Make\summary statements about good and poor managers. Evaluate the statements using
these\criteria.

Wer the ends achieved?
Wer resources used effectively?

-- Were all'resources.tapped?
Were.the goals realistic?

-- Were-new and creative alternatives conVidered?
-- Were goals based upon values?

r

93
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FHA /HERO IMPACT PLANNING PROCESS

INDEPTH PROJECT PLANNING WORKSHEET

at.

4

a

Identify
7-.Cbncerns

f,

Set
a ;

Goal

Form
a

Plan

Act
on

Plan

Follow -

0

0

.1

Brainstorm all the ways your chaider might work
on this concern.

Set a project goal by deciding which of your
"brainstorms" ate practical "do-Able."
Write it down.

Orvulize the plan by deciding the . . Who:
What;
When:
Where:
How:

What 'did you learn that wiU
benefit another project?

4

94
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CONCEPT: "MANAGEMENT "Making It Hapiz4n"

0

INTRODUCTORY MODULE

1

0.03

PROCESS
SKILLS

I

95

CONCEPTS

Clarification of
the management
process

Analysis of
personal goals
and resources
related to
study in home
economics

STRATEGIES A

Anilysis of the
management
process in daily
living situations

r

RevAew the steps in the FHA/HERO Impact planning process. Describe or give examples
of each step. Compare the FHA/HERO Impact planning process and practical reasoning.
What additional pssocessesare stressed in practical reasoning? (Critically
examining, evaluating, decisibn testing)

For each of the perennial problems, list personal goals, short term and long 'term, and
skills to be acquired. List skills which you'already have in each of these problem
areas. Note that these are human resources.

[Note: Select only those perennial problems which the class will be studying.]
4

4).

Al
In,small groups, Oevelop short case studies for each of these situations. indidike
the alternativesithat were considered in deciding what to do.

-..-Teenage boy preparing breakfast before school
.

-- Single mother of three preschoolers buying groceries after working as a
waittess all day
mangle girl, a computer operator, who just rented 'hex- first apartment and is
ying to furnish, it

amily with three teenagers and one car; each teen As in adifferent school.
ctivity requiring after school practice

S

Note theft these are contextual or situational factors which affect the decision.

Each small, group.jhare case study with total class. As a class iinalyze, answering 2

these "questions:

la. ,

-- What human and material resources were available? were limited?

96 ,
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'Ahalysis ofthe
management
'proceSs in daily
living situati ns
(continued)

97

What 'goals were evident? Were they realistic? . 4t

What values were,portraed in the decision-making?'
evidentWhat steps were vfdent in the process?

What other alternatives might have been considered?
Were the consequences ofeach alternative analyzed?
Was there consideration ofRthe effects of the decision on others?

JO

a

r

4a0
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NTERPERSONAL/COMMUNICATIVEVKILLS "Is Anybody Listening?".

CONCEPTS

Awareness of how
self concept Is
affected by
significant.
others

Expressing
feelings

4

STRATEGIES

Self concept is composed of your beliefs and attitudes about yourself. It is how you
see yourself. NaMe the types'of people who affect your self concept. Describe how
this influence varies throughout the life cycle.

,
On the poard in four columns list:

i

-- What others do tat make us feel less.positive about ourselves.
.-7 What others say that make us feel less positive about ourselves.
-- What others do tliat make us feel good about ourselves.
.-- What others say .that make us feel good about ourselves.

4,,
,

-,.;,,

Using resources, develop a chart labeling, feelings. Under 4/1)9h of.the, categories
Ca olist .feelings:10

Wo
IN,ries: Happy, sad, angry, Scared,cpnfused, str9ng, weak.

(Refer to *Feeling d List). . \ . e '4% . ,,' .:. .

I , .

.

Find pictures which portray the felling categories anaglabel.

(
e.Describways .in which your feelings affect ptliers your friends, teachers, family.

. -,0
T. C

r

In sMallzy.'oups, write a story about I student who started the morhing feeling good .

about but as the day progressed events happenbd that lessened this
feeling. Each group craw a picture of their person. Share the story with the total

L. class. Each time-somethAng happens to diminish self concept, rip off a portion of
, the paper. Analyze which verbal and non-verbal communications _enhanced and which

diminished self concept.
f

Demonstration of
non-verbal
communication

In pairs,pairs, give an enveiope
work togethe'r to solve the
'communication.

In pairS, take turns communicating non-verba12..y. (Anger, happiness', apprival4
1 0sac3esa, fear, concern-empathy, caTproval)

containing *Crazy T Puzzle. Using onlinon-verbal cues,
puzzle. Reflect upon the effectiveness of non-verbal
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SKILLS
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CONCEPTS

Demonstration of
non - verbal

communication
(continued)

' 0.04e

ti STRATEGIES

4,1

Keep a log of non-verbal communication which you obsekve in school and at home foi one
day".-- Share in class. Reflect -upon impoetance.of non-verbal communication.

44-
Brainstorm "killer" statements ----those phrases that make us angry and kill
oppltunities fOr4 better communication ("Can't you ever do anything right ? ")'.

Demonstration and In small groups, write two ivignettes of a family discussing .the ev s'of the day
evaluation of together. One vignette should reflect effective communication skip and the other
effective.' poor communication. Sharg with the total class. From the stories, as-a class, compose
communication a list of effective and poor communicative Skillt.

In smalllgroups (preferably the same number that will work in a kitchen unit together),'
role play situations in *Food Laboratory Situations.. Use both good end poor-
communication skills. One person be observer and analyze in terms of,which
communications (verbal and non-verbal) were effective in solving the proBlem and which
were not. Add to list composed for family discussion vignettes'in previous activityl
In small groUtos or as a class, reach a consensus about the most critical problem which
most of youi peers face. Why is it a problem?. What caupes it? What could you do about

Application ok
learnings in
valuet, manage-
Ment, inter-
per'Sonal%

communicative
skills to problem
situation.

101

it? How could it be/helped'by:

-- analyzing values? x).

-- using iipterpersonal/communicative ski ,1s?
-- using management skills?

L

4

M

102
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HAPPY

alive
sed

an iou s

calm
cheerful
content

1 ' delighted
-\ ecstatic

excited
fantastic
fine

-fortunate
friendly
glad
good
great
hopeful
loving
motherly

.optimistic
peaceful
pleased
proud

. relaxed
relieved
satisfied
thankful
thrilled
turned on
up
warm
wonderful

1 03

SAD

angry
. apathetic
awful
bad
blue
crushed
depressed
disappointed
dissatisfied
distuibed
down

, embarrassed
gloomy
glum
hate
hopeless
hurt
lonely
lost
low
miserable
painful
sorry
terrible

'turned off
uneasy j

unhappy
unloved
upset

lk

Source: Carkhuff, R.; R. Pierce; J. Cannon:
Development Press, .1980.

ANGRY

FEELING WORD LIST

CONFUSED SCARED WEAK STRONG

aggravated anxious afraid ashamed active
annoyed awkward anxious bored aggressive
burned up baffled awed confused alert
critical bothered chicken defenseless angry
disgusted crazy A confused discouraged bold
enraged dazed fearful embarrassed brave
envious depressed frightened exhausted _capable
fed up disorganized horrified fragile confilent
frustrated disofiented insecure frail determined
furious distracted intimidated' frustrated energetic
impatient . disturbed jumpy guilty happy
irritated embarrassed lonely helpless hate
mad frUstrated nervous horrible _healthy
mean helpless panicky (ed) ill intense
outraged hopeless Shaky impotent loud
rage :lost Shy inadequate love
resentful mixed up stunned . insecure mean.
'sore' panicky tense lifeless 'open

paraly;ed terrified 'lost ;positive
puzzled threatened overwhelmed pbtent
stuck timid powerless powerful
surprised unea4Y quiet quick
trapped unsure run -down rage
troubled worried 'shaky secure
uncertain shy solid
uncomfortable sick super
unsure
upset
weak

timid
tired
unsure
useless
vulnerable
wish-washy

tqugh

worn out

The Art of Helping IV. Amherst: Human Resource

104
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CRAZY T PUZZLE

8

:1. Duplicate as needed.

2. Cut on solid line and put in
envelopes.

3: Pair students.
4. Using only non-verbal cues,

work together to solve
probleps.

5. As an alternative, students
could sit back to back and
the sender describe the

Apiece and placement.

105
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FOODS LABORATORY SIMU4ATI

Teachers can use_the following foods labolratory simulations to encpurage students to discuss interpersonal relationships
and the importance.of effective communication.

1 'The teacher assigns to students in each kitchen certain parts of the foods laboratory to clean. Kitchen
One has been assigned the two refrigerators. Mary and Joe are going to cleap one refrigeralor; Tom and
Barbara will clean the other. Soon after they start cleaning, Tom tells the teacher that he has' to go to
the gyer because he forgot to talk to the coach about something important regarding" tonight's football
game. Tile teacher gives Tom &pass, and Tom does not return. Barbara is left to clean the refrigerator
alone. What should she do?

'Source:

.7.
2. 0As a pracfical evaluation, students in Kitchen Fot* are going to plan and prepare a meal for two

Mary and Joan want to invite students, but Anthony and Rita want to invite teachers. After much
they can't decide What.to do. How would you resolve this conflict?

guests.

Argument,

X, The studehts in Kitchen three include Jean, a senior who has.taken one year of foods classes; May and
Peter, sophomores; and Steven, a junior. The last three students have not had previous experience with
food. preparation. For the past several week§ Jean has made out4iparket orders and work plansind
supervised the food preparation. This usually resulted in Jean doing most of the work and the others
talking and eating. Jean never cleans up the kitchen, but the other thrill do a good job.' How can the
students solve this problem?

4. May drops out of school and another sekor, John, is assigned to
immediately decides that Jean is too bossy. He says h9 won't do

Jean says? Do you feel Jean should be the boss? How do

5. Th mita in Kitchen Four hav been making macaroni4and cheese
th shes. ..he students were slOw to ay, and Richard was doing
H eft thing's where they were. .if the kktthen is not left in a
will receive an F for the day. How do you,think the others will
dishes eyed-though he was not finished ? How can this situation
in giving everyone an F?

6. Students in- Kitchen Two have, to plan, prepare, And serve a -luncheo/I, spending only a very limited amount

of money. Andria wants a tuna salad with Onions And pickles. J411 will not eat onions. Eric thinks

tuna salad is bad. Because he won't eat tuna salad anyway, he questions why he should help prepare it.

Tony says anything will be fine. How wil,1 they decide'what'to make? Should they be giver1 choice?

How can th,is situation be reSolved?

Kitchen Three in May's place. John
the dishes. Is he rilht,to'Say he won't
you feel the situation could be resolved?

Richard's assigned task was to wash
thd dishes when,the class period ended.
clean condition, all members of thl unit
feel? Should Richard have left the ,

be resolved? Is the teacher being fair
E

-1
0.04e
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Instructional Patterns for Maximizing Human Potential. California State Dept., of Educat.on.
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Recognition of Use
importance e of

inter ersonal/
commu icative
stills in family),
and work life, 7-

Identification of
effective verbal

resources to prepare for class discussion on the following topics:

Most families argue over money because....
Parent-teenager confficts are inevitable because;-.._
Most divorces are caused by breakdown in cOmmudiation
Most people lose Opir jobs because.of inability to get along with others
rather than lack Of job skills because.. -.

Prepare a summary generalization about the role of interpersonal and communication
skills in our family and work lives.

individually respond to these statements. Discuss in small groups, then sharet)in
class. Indicate whether you agree or disagree with the;statement and why: ft

and non-verbal
communication -- Talking to someone and communicating are the same thing.
skills 1 communicate 'well, one has to be an observer.

Leis dommunication is.occurring when a person is quiet than when a person ;

is talking.
Wofd;kare'the most common method of communicating.
The best 14.stener asks queltion
Words don'thAve meanings; only pople have meanings.
Hearing isnt listening.
Yotk can't notcommunicate,

't

-- When someone±li talking to you, it is only common dense that you let him or

her finii4 the conversation before you ask questions.
Communicatidnmeans Sharing..

Use resources to develop a list of communication skilli. Define and give examples
of each. .

-- Acceptance of the person and hisihei ideas.



PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

Identification of
effective verbal
and non-verbal
communication
skills
(continued)

Demonstrtion of
effective
communication
skills

111

4

4
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STRATEGIES

Sensitivity to new or differing ideas.
Openness to new or differing ideas:
Active listening, including restating m ssages.

-- Open questioning-that intrites a person talk.

Develop a list on the card of non-verbal behaViors. Analyze what each conveys.

Collect advertisements with people port7ayed. Analyze what their clothing, facial
expression, hands and posture convey. Label and make a collage. Pos't on bulletin
board.

List barriers to communication. Demonstrate or give eAmples of each.

In groups of three, role play the following situatiol Each student assume role of
adult, teenager, and observer, Using list of communication skills and barriers,
observer is to record evidence of effective and poor communication. Rotate roles
each time.

Case 1

Case 2

Phjl wants use of car for date. Parent says he wasn't home on time
last time anidge isn't earning any money to pay for the gas.
Teacher chaserzed Susan because she didn't turn in her homework on
time. Susan said she Was called in to work an extra shift at a.
local restaurant and she wis afraid slit would lose her job if she
didn't 'agree to work.

Case 3 Amy is engaged in argument with co-worker at local fast food
restaurant. They were both assigned to clean the grill. The
co-worker says it's clean enough. Amy doesn't think so.

Share observer's comments with total class. Summarize the types of communication
which were helpful tqrard resolving the conflict and which were not.

L.
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Identification
and demonstration
of interpersonal
skills

113

ein

PoItive inte4ersonakrelationships require adequate self control of undesirable.
behaviors. Brainstorm,fbr each of the following causes and cures for the behavior.

Yelling
-- Fighting

Irealousy

-Destructiveness
1

-- Rudeness
- - Lying

Selfishns

In pairs, use resources to define and explain how the following may be interpersonal
skiXis. Write or role play a short skit to demonstrate these ways.of relating to -

others.

EmOithy
Courtesy
Kindness
Friendliness
Cheerfulness
Cooperativeness

- Caring ,

Regpect
-- Tolerance
- - Honesty

Personal Conscience

tl

As each situation is portrayed, deve/op a chart
definition, and ways in which it...may be demonstrated.

with tAe name of the skill, its

Imagine you are going to be alone,with friends on a camping. trip for three:months.
Rank order the ten most important interpersonal skills which you want theselfriends,
to have. Justify each.

Most friends share joy. For each of these "good news" statements, gi#e appositive
and a negativo response. For each respontp, are how you feel.

-- I just made the honor roll.
I made cheerleader.

- - I just got the lob at the new restauragt.
I made the winning basket at the game. 1

ro,
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other's

Applicationfof
learnings in
values, manage-
ment, inter-
personal/
communicative
skills to
problem
situation

115
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Effective interpersonal relationships require more pan social skills; it ...requires
commitment to give and share of self. Most people fiave a need to have "someone there
for thdm" to share problems, good news, dreams, and hopes. In small groups, share
times when someone was there for you and what it meant to you.

\10

In small groups 9r as a cli6s, reach a consensus about the most critical problem which
most of your peers face. Why4s it a problem? What causes it? What could you do
about .t? How could it be helped by:

ft`

analyzing values?
using interpersonal/communicative skills?
using management skills?

L)
. .

w
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OVERVIEW OF THE FHA/HERO MODULE

Integration of the activities of the Future Homemakers of America'

chapter into home economics programs has beena goal of the organizition

since its inception. The degree to which this goal has been Met has

varied, depending upon the knowledge and skill of theadvisor and the

enthusiasm of the students.

Today, with crowded school schedules, many students employed after

school, and difficulty with transportation Tor many others, it has

become imperativeto consider providing FHA/HERO experiences through

classroom activities. In this way, all students benefit from the

personal growth and leadership experience provided through FHA/HERO

activities.

- Teachers have found, however, they ,need assistance in organizing

the FHA/HERO chapter as part of classroom instruction. This module

assists in meeting this. Aced.

The FHA/HERO module is divide0 into five sections. .

". Rationale: FHA/HERO,AA Part of the Instructional Program '(p. 74)

The basic philosophYeof vocational student organization as

a part of the instructional program is supporte40.

. Student 'Introductory FHA/HERO Module (p. 75)

the Student Introductory FHA/HERO Module is designed to
teach a short unit on FHA/HERO to~ Home Economics'I, II

or a Comprehensive Independent Living tips.

FHA/Hg10 Skill Matrix (p. 86,)

This FHA/HERO Skill Matrix contains ,examples of student
concerns related to home economics content-areas using

FHA/HERO activities.

r

4 4,
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. Classroom Management of FHA/HERO: A Lase Study (p. 89)

Classroom management of FHA/HERO is an example of how
one teacher manages FHA/HERO in the classroom as a part
of the instructional program. It shows howa teacher
u9ed a, home economics curriculum module to plan FHA /.
HERO activities based on student concerns.

. FHA/HERO Resources (p. 93)

Basic resources for getting started are listed,

It is essential to use the FHA HERO National Handbook for Youth-

CenteredLeadership and the Ohio FHA/HERO Chapter Handbook when using

the FHA/HERO module and planning for,FHA/HERO activities. The hanObooksi

contain the detailed content and striteglei needed to carry out your

Consumer/Homemaking--FHA/HERO program.

RATIONALE: FHA/HERO,,A PART OF THE INSTRUCTIONAL PROGRAM

The goal of the.Future Homemakers of Americae organization is
to help youth assume their roles in society through home
economics education in t reas of personal growth, family
life, vocational prep ation and community involvement. .

The stated goal is the same goal as consumer /homemaking
education and means that the organization of the Future
Homemakers of'America is a co-curricular activity rather than
extra-curricular activity., As such, FHA/HERO has a definite
part in the curriculum through in-class-and extended class .

activities and is the challenge and responsibility of home.
economics teachers, local' and state -home economics supervisors
and teacher educators. .

The Ohio Board of Education supports FHA/HERO as a -paKt of
the instructional program as demonstrated in their March 13,
1972 "Resolution Endorsing and Encouraging Youth Organizations
in Vocational Education".

To further support the role of FHA/HERO in the home economics
education program, the United.States. Office of Education
recognizes as highly significant the concept of student
development to full potential for all vocati na1-technIcal
education students as they preparerto enter' the labor market
and to successfully assume their roles in s ciety.

119
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i b

Ind ividually find pictures from.Teen Times and or other magazines that repre ent
the goals of FHA/HERO and place in the appropr a e section of *FHA/HERO1Pie. Post
each FHA/HERO pie around the room. The goals of Future Homemakerg of America are the
goals of,home economics education made visible through activities. These activities,
based on students' interests and community resources, develop leadership, management,
decision-making, and goal-setting Akins.

'4.

7 Distinguish between Consumer/Homemak
programs. Sh6,7 how the content'in e

Vocational
student and other
organizations

120

g and Job Training Vocational Home Economics
h area\relates to the Future Homemakers of

America/Home ;economics Related Occupations Organization.'

Identify the other vocational program? and the national vocational student organizations
for each one (DECA, la& FFA, OhA). FHA/HERO is a, national vocational student
organization,,not a club'.

Each class member choose a vocational organization in re sthOol, d school club or a
sport. How is FHA/HERO alike and different from other vocational organizations and
school clubs?.Interview two members and the advisor or coach.

-- What are the goals of your organization, club or spOrt?0,

.Who can belong?
What were your main activities last year?

-.., What hre youx. Mans this year?
"-- How do you encourage personal growth of members?

On a Iarpe shOet of paper (tabs papdr) block in each organization name.. Complete
the information for FHA/HERO infirst block, Camplie the information from
jnterviews for other blocke.

S
.

0 .
,.

Discuss the similarities arid differences.

LkY/147:* 5X1=7",.0-Q,



PROCESS
SKILLS

1

.4

CONCEPTS

Leadership

STRATEGIES

FHA/HERO

,

DECA
I

. FRENCH CLUB

Goals: .

Membership requirement:
Last year's activities:
This year's plans:
Personal growth

opportunities:

.

.

i .

.

.

.2

.

,
,

Note that the vocational organizations are co-.curricular..
1.

Display a picture of a nationally famdus personresiden singer, athlete).
.How do you think this person 'thieved subcess?, s this person respected? Would you
call him /her as leader?

- - Who are other leaders in the-nation? community? school?
- - Are there leaders in your home? A

- - What does leadership mean to you?'

0.

Brainstorm human characteristics for each letter of he, word "leade4ship".
(democratic, delegate responsibility, develop inter st, praise, recognition, plan
ahead) Circle those qualities you think you already possess. Star those you need

to work on. Box.in those you feel you would rather never achieve. -

Discuss how, as a member of Future Homemakers of America, there is opportunity to
develop leadership skills. It starts'by-being in a home econorAbs class or having
had a home economics class in the past.

flF .123
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PROCESS
SKILLS

1

4

CONCEPTS

Basics of
Getting Started

124

ff
7

it

STRATEGIES

On poster sheet or board, generate student questions abopt FHA/HERO, such as:

do you do?
Howtimuch will it cost

-- How much time will it take?

Develop learning stations with current or visiting FHA/HERO members at each station
-to explain the purpose, creed, emblem, motto, ceremonies, Impact, Encounter, Degrees.

Da *Purposeslictivity

1. To provide opportunities for self - development and preparation. for family
and community living and for employment;

2. To strengthen the functionyaf the family as the basicAmit of society;
3. To encourage democracy through cooperative action in the home and community;
4. To encourage individual and group involvement in helping achieve worldwide

brotherhood;
5. To institute programs promoting greater understanding between youth and adults;
6.To provide opportunities for decision-making and for assuming responsibility;
7. To become aware of the multiple roles of men ana women in today'ssociety;
8 To develop interest in home economics, home economics careers and related

occupations.

Develop an FHA/HERO dictionary alphabetically covering infoilmation about FHA/HERO,
being certain to answer all of the above student questions on the poster board.,
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PROCESS
CONCEPTS STRATEGIES

c

Chapter
Management

. Officers
54

. Dues

126

(Post in room, skills to be developed in FHA/HERO.)

Leadership. experiences
Spcial experiences
CitizenshiP development
Perdonal growth and development
Community experiences
Communication skill development
Career skill development.
Decision-making

-- Career exploration
-- Consumer learning experiences
-- Participation at local, district,

State and national levels

- - Recognition and awards
- - Integrated experiences with, class
-- Parliamentary procedusie skills
-- Self-discipline

work

Use 61e chapter scrapbook, school yearbook, past articles, pictures, slide show of
past events, or slides of possible ideas or chapteiconcerhs to give examples of .

member involvement..

-Do *Box Yourself In activity.

In rooms do *PH HERkLLCozmmunit quiz.

Decide as .a class how to manage clths so all students have the opportunity to
involved.

4*

- - Elect officers
s-- Elect representatives to an executive calhcl

Create a central bulletin board for Communications
sl

Iels likely you will belong to organi$ations and pay dues for church,

social clubs, fabor'unions or prOfesSiOrial organizations., Through.FHA/
HERO chapter membership, you can experience leadership trainifg ih a school

setting toprepare for the, rest of your life.
,

- - Decide how to pay dues
- - Consider a money-making vroject..

-- Set up a payment plan so students dan pay by installment

be
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PROCESS
SKILLS

- CO74CEPTS STRATEGIES q

N

Chapter
Conderni' .

. Relating
concerns to
goals of
vocational
home
economics

Discuss benefits gain from membership.

- - Teen Times
- 7 State newsletter an member handbook

Opportunities and experiences at local, district, state and national levels'

Develop chapter concerns by listing a baker's dozen' (13 items) you are concerned
;pout. Circle the three things that concern you the most. Volunteer§ read circled
items.'keep a running list of 'group concerns on a large sheet of paper.: Note that
personaArcoficerns may be met through Encounter or Degree work, and that group
concerns could be net through chapter activities. The Impact planning process
steps can ge used for planning either per onal growth or chapter activities.chapter

Identify state effiphasis and activities (state projects, skill events, state
stru7tured activities). \
Brainstorm homemaker jobs and roles in the home and comMurilty. Identify all of the
perennial problem areas of study in Consumer Homemaking. Put each area ina roi of

A
columns on the board.

Feeding S.
Nou shing
the amily
/

Creating a
Living
Environmentl'

.

Nurturing
Human
Development

Person e &
Family o

Textile Needs

.

Coordinating
Work &
Family

Epnomics
'')741( Resource ,

Management

Relate the identified concerns and state activities to each of the perennial problem
areas.

-0: v4

_

Develop chapte'. .r class goals for current areas of study, semesters or year. Decide
on a class or chapter theme. Consider state PHA/HERO goals and projects.
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

mpact
P ning
Pr. ess

Commi tees

S

130

STRATEGIES

Using resources, identify steps in the Impact planning process. When planning
FHA/HERO activities related to current areas of study, use the Impact planning
process.

.1

As a4class or chapter, brainstorm all the committees that Would be needed throughout
the year. If there are several, narrow them down by combining or eliminating some.
Consider committees for:

Standing

- - Finance - budget
-- Public relations
-- Personal growth (Encounter, Degrees, etc.)
- - Skill events

- - Program planning

Ad Purpose)

- -Fund-raisipg
FHA/HEpd Week

r-- State iorojects

- Monthly program-planning

4

In small groups, assign a role to play in discussion. Explain that each group is to
react to the leader and the group as the role describes. These-roles could include
as many or all of the following types of,people one may encounter- in a group:
1) lehders, 2) followers, 3) incessant talkers, 4) gives unfavorable replies,
5) changes the subject, 6) interrupts the leader, 7). always starts an argument,
8) keeps things on an-even basis. Begin the round-robin with a topic to be discussed.
(Setting goals, establishing theme, etc.)

-- At the conclusion of the demonstration, discuss the students reactionto the
leader and the'other mel2ers involved.

.Analyze how. each would contribute/detract fromfthe functioning of a committee.
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PROCESS
SKILLS

CONCEPTS

. Calendar

STRATEGIES

Define functions of a good committee (agenda for meeting, defined purpose and plan

of action, record of proceedings, selection of chairperson, all participate,

action) .

Plan an initial meeting of each committee to establish goals and ideas for the
A
coming year Each committee'meet and report to class.

Outline the coming year's chapter events, and activities. Give dates, state projects,

district projects, state theme.

Develop a school F /HERO handbook to accompany the state and national handbook.

Individual Write four individual goals, one for each area of *FHA/HERO Pie.

Involvement Write goal in each pie shape. Display in.,room. As goals are

completed, display pictures or materials showing accomplishment in

appropriate section.

Begin an Encounter goal or degree.

Reflection

132

A

Memorize creed and recite' it for class or at a meeting.

Plan an ZEE project to develop a leadership skill or involyement at hone or in the

community.

Using the regional rally manual, select a skill event to help you achieve one of

your goals. Plan and prepare for the event.
c

In pairs, form a.atatement about FHA/HERO - what it is, how it works, what it means

to you. Illustrate the-statement, using skits, displays, posters, charts. Share

with class members. Consider using Encounter project, FHA/HERO week - post in

Sdhool bulletin boards, displays.
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1' FHA/HERO PIE

'

Ae
How can you benefit from FHA/HERO? The sections of the pie represent the

goals of the organisation. .Explain how each of these goals could help you.
( may wart to discuss these goals or find illuStrations to support your ideas.

t
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PC 6

PURPOSES

FHA/HERO PURPOSES: ) .

Mak4 anhoverhead transparency or a handout of this page
and identify which of the eight purposes fre represented.

Air

I

7

M

4.
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4
, YOU

Year in school

Your place in the
chapter

BOX YOURSELF IN

NATIOAAL THAMERO

PUbliestios

So. of officers

Matti: ad. PIA/NERO Week

ilattiOaal headquarters Location

STATE YHA/HERO

Misting

Mo. o! officers

Stets Project

Stat'O'Ibenle

Publication

LOCAL CHAPTER

Melting dates

flo. of officers

pter Topact

Special Project

Chapter ParentsYour address

Your phone Rio.

*DOE YOURSELF nrre
PlA/HEAO"

Ansver the ques-
tions about you,
your locarchapter,
district, region,
state, and nation-
al orgenisattOn.
then sat on the
outside heavy solid

/eeoline end !Oleos
the dottedline'to
make box. You

'.say vent to ilia*
the box as a die A

and develop your
own PHA/HERO game
or sake a chapter
mobile using every-
one's box.

REGIONAL FHA/HZRO

ones of state officers

` stings

tiities
.

410 +IM

DISTRICT IRIA/HERO

Leaders

Pall Nesting
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FHA/HERO COMMUNITY QUIZ

Gameboard has five categories: General, Membership Pequirements,
-HERO Chapter, Organization, Pamphlet's. Under each category there
are six questions: two valued at 10 points, two valued at 20,
points, and two valued at 30 points. Teams choose the category
and point value they want to try. The'emdee reads the question,
and if the answer is correct, the team receives the pdints and`
chooses another question. When the team misses, the choice is
turned over to the other team.- Game continues until all the
questions have been answered. The team with the most points wins.

FHA/HERO JEOPARDY

Gameboard contains five questions valued from
under four different categories; Players are
Have teams chdtfte categories and point values
the question correctly they get the number of

10 to 50 points,
divided into teams.

. If they answer
points indicated.

GONSRAL
MENUS

RIQUINKNiNTS MHO CNAPTCA
.

ONGANIZATIOn
.

PANPNLITS

10/Q

A.

What is
'Toward Mew
borisonsr

Motto

,

10/p Mho may join
Future Nome-
makers of
America?

A. Nome NconomiCs
students la.

'

10/Q

A.

14.

What does
AMMO stand
for?

Nome economics
related
occupations

10/0 Name major
levels at which
Future Nome-
makers of
America functions.

A. Chapter. state,
national

1

10/Q Probates
poligonal

frowth I
development

A. NMCOUNTKA

10/Q The organise-
tion's colors?

_!

10/Q What are the
chapter dues?

v

OP.10/Q Who may join
HERO r

chapters?

10/9 Now dr y state
associations
are there?

10/9 National
Official
Negating?

20/Q Mama two
purposes.

20/Q What are
state dues?

30/9 NOM other
vooatiofial

programs
similar to
NNW chaptiors?

20/Q What year ass
Future via-

' makers of *
America

. founded? .

20/Q' Pit to be
used for
student
planned and
directed
activities?

20 /Q What is
the goal?

20/9 What are the
national dues?

...

20/Q
,

-

Who may join
alsamo
chopteg/

201Q Name two
affiliated
territories.

20/Q Where can
all the
pamphlet's

be ordered?

20/Q Melte the
Creed,

.

r

30/Q Name two uses
of state dues.

6

3040

.

Name four
home ,

econadice
related
occupations.

l0/91, Who are the 00-
sponsors of ,

Future
makers of
America?

.

30/9 Smell

peephleis
' with thumb-

nail skUch
of in-dipth
projects?

30/Q

'

AMA a where
was Future

Homemakers of
America founded?

20/0 Nemo three
uses of

national dome.

20/9 What mek:IIN

111A0 chapters

like FHA

Chapter*?

$0/Q Nome of

National

Headquarters?

SO/Q Miter of
TUN TINOS?

.

r 0

ti
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SKILL THA/EENO ACTIVITIES.

FHA/HER049414 MATRIX

EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATION

Personal Growth o Encounter
, o Degrees

o Develop It's related to current classroom instruction.
o Aelito 1641ftUring Human Development modules to degree work.
o Use Impact planning process to set noels and select personal growth

P .joct.

/Self- Concept/
Self - Discipline

I

o !Recognition Activities
o Chapter Activities

(including all stAmnts
o Officer/Committee
Secoes

o Plan recognition activities in all areas of study. (homaeconosits
student of the month, Outstanding foods lab group)

o Send parent newsletters recognising achievements of students.
o Develop enrEncounter project related to self-concept module in
'curriculum..

o Use point system to reward individual acoomplishments.
o Students develop means of evaluation (personal logs, pictures, charts)

to assess progress toward coepletion of class, chapter projects.
Students' select others'to help assess their progress.

4

Leadership o Officers (otus,
district. *ate,
national) - Rotate
class officers.

o Committee Chairperson

Followship o Chapter Member
o Committee !Weber

o Officer assignments (i.e., president is responsible for contacting
guest speakers for class, public relations chairperson prepares
bulletin boards and displays appropriate for claispoon activities).

o'Plan an ISE to develop specific lesderihip skills (presiding ever
meeting, chairing committee).

o Implement a leadership training program in the classroom, including
the group dynamic process and specifics on committee functions
(reports, setting up agendas, recording, delegating).

o Form committees to investigate a concern related to current classroom

,.instruction. Take action.

:#.

o Assignmegular responsibility, for examplet classroom bulletin boards/

displays, helping students who were absent,, ssisting with labs.
o Provide opportunities for committee members to investigate and take

action on concerns related to current classroom instruction through

chapter project, etc.

lb
a
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SKILL FHA/HERO ACTIVITIES EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATION

Parliamentary
.Procedure

C

o Chapter Meetings ,

o Skill Events
o Constitution
o Written Records

Of Meetings

o-Use Parliamentary Procedure - A Guide To Chapter Meetings or other
resources and develop strategies to instruct principles of basic
parliamentary procedure. Inraddition to a business meeting, use
parliamentary procedures to make decisions in the classroom regarding
instructional program activities.

o Relate usepf parliamentary procedure to other social and community
organizations. .

Communici!q ion

?

0 skill Events-
,co Public Speaking
o Chapter Meetings
o Public Relations
...

Activities
o Workshops for FHA/HERO

Members

4.

o Teach public spooning skilld. .

.

o Utilize public speaking skills when delivering oral presentations
(class assignments, committee reports) in instructional areas and
evaluating deiivery/presentation.

o FHA/HERO secretary shall invite speakers to class and write thank you
notes, takes classroom notes, and maintains classroom calendar of
events.

o Report.. submits 'news articles dealing with classroom events.
o.Communicate program content (nutrition,..home safety) to elementary

children, community groups, senior citizens.
o Plan information display related to current classroom instruction

for shopping centers, store fronts, the fair.
4

:41?

Citizenship . o Chapter, School,
and Community Service
Activities

.

o Coordinate work on state projects with course content (Children's
Hospital with classroom study of Nurturing Human Development).

o Utilize FHA/HERO community service project suggestions in curriculum
moyevi

.

Home Economic.
Skills

.

,

o Skill Events
o Chapter Activities
o State Projects
o Planning Process
p Encounter

e061Incorporate FHA/HERO activities in Progra%of Work.
o Relate chapter projects to classroom instrdbtion (provide child

care for PTA meetings, use student body project during food units,
teach nutrition to elementary students).

.
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SKILL FHA/HERO ACTIVITIES EXAMPLES OF INTEGRATION

Attitude Toward
Work

o Local, State,
National Activities

o Skill Events

o Hold local skill events. Coordinate with'work/family perennial
problem, (F011ow module with skill event - Job Application and
Interview.)

o Interpret the Consumer/Homemaking program to the community (civic
organizations, parent FHA/HERO of neighborhood groups). -

o Relate, how involvement in professional organizations and activities
enhances your skills and attitudes toward your occupation, including
that of homemaker.

Knowledge of
Yotth
Organizations

o FHA/HERO Introductory
Module In Class

o Encounter
o Degrees

o Using introductory module, have students demonstrate through a
variety of methods their understanding of FHA/HERO.

Planning Process
for Individual )
and Group
Activities

o Encounter
o Skill Events
o Chapter Activities

o Use Impaetpanning process to plan FHA/HERO projects related to
classroom areas of study.

o Use Impact plannimq process for IEE's or Encounter.

140
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CLASSROOM MANAGEMENT OF FHA /HERO: A CASE STUDY

4

The following case siUdy.is a.deScription of how ote home economics

teacher, M4. W., has organized FHA/HERO within the classroom.

The setting takes place in Franklintown,.a small city high school

with two teachers in the home economies department. Ms. W. has five

classes each and the other' teacher, who is new, has fobr. Thii is the'

third year for FHA/HERO in their school. One teacher and two officers,

attended the FHA/HERO Summer Lea

;
ership meeting; both teachers attended

the AUgust Teachers Conference, w ere they received the "FHA/HERO

Packet". During exter, fed service they Conferred about structure and
ib.

decided to form mini chapters.AThe executive council consists of a

president from each class and the overall officers which were elected

from the prevott)Ipriri(.

At the beginning of the school year, Ms,. W. used the introCluctor

4,

FHA/HcRO module with new home economics students. They held a class

meeting to elect a president and secretary from each class. .

The teachers glared the program of"work with their students and

reviewed cuv)leulum for the' year. The class presidents led discussions

I

to identify concerns relating to units being taught. 'They learned about

andfonsidered'the state goals and projects whichirey thought/would
I ', A

help determine local FHA/HERO,projetts resulting from concerns rela'ted

*--to areas ols.tudy.

In one ofAs. W's c ssessofficers led,a session to'brainstorm

con erns for the purpose of identifying chapter project concerns

11
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for the firit area of study - Nurturing Human Development. Student

concerns included,the following: teenage sexuality, child abuse,

'abortion', family planning, and teenage pregnancy. 'They focused on the

concern of teenage parenthood, including several of their identified

concerns. Ms. W. and one of the officers who attended the summer

leadership meeting explained/the national and state emphasis for that

year, the "Family and Futures" peer education project.

The class analyzed.the concern and decided there was a need to

inform their peers about teenage parenthood. They then voted to

adopt the Family and Futures project.

Ms. W. introduced the curriculum module, "Teenage Parenthood":

She asked for a chairperson and volunteers to form a committee to

plan ideas for the peer education activity, using the statHA/HERO

Families and Futures project. Class time was given for committee

work. Ms. W. met with the committee and shared plans for classroom

study from the module on teenage parenthood. Other class meters were

engaged in small group work. The committee met several times and'

IN J

presented ideas for FHA/HERO activitfes ,to the class.

Through discussion,, the class combined and refined the ideas and

voted on five projects4-twO from the curriculum module and three new

ideas. Class members selected committees. Students were asked to

volunteer. to be chairperson. All students)were involved-in the

committeeS.
/

In the two projects from the curriculum modules, committees:

L/ A
1) Invited a panel Com sed of people who have'experienced

teenage parenthood. Speral suggestions were given in

\" the curn4culummodu e--a teenager who got married, a teen

father, pregnant t n who'dropped out of school, etc.
Thi committee asked-the class for suggestions of people

---(4 42
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and invited the panel participants. The committee
chairperson presided over the class the day the panel
came. He introduced and thanked the panei. The class
secretary recorded notes from the panel. Committee
members sent thank-you notes.

2) Researched statistics regarding teen parenthood. Again
several suggestions were given in the curriculum module--
Ahe.number of teenage pregnancies in the school, county,
stpte, and country, number of teenage marriages, teenage
dfVorce rate. The committee thought of some additional
statistics they would like to gather. They distributed
copies of theft. research report to all class members-:
They also wrote an article for the school paper emphasiz-
ing the high number of teenage pregnancies in their county.

Three of the projects were new teas developed by the Families and

Futures project .committee. These committees:

3) Developed a resource guide of sery es available to teen-
age parents in their small city, They visited several
community organizations that provide services. They
duplicated the guide and gave copies to the school
guidance counselor and shared their findings with the class.

4) Surveyed high school males regarding teenage parenthood
issues. They displayed the results of the questionnaire
in a computer program available in the school resource
center.

5) Developed a slide presentation about teenage parenthood
for use in other home economics classes and the junior
high school. The committee sent for resources from
national FHA/HERO on the Families andFutures project.
Using information from their class study and work of the
other committees, they developed the slide presentation.
When practicing'the_presentation, the class evaluated
them, using criteria for effective pgblic speaking.
The,slideproject was so successful they received local
news coverage. They also submitted an article to
Teen Times about their project.

Ms. W. made suggestions for individual growth projects. Several

students chose an IEE/Encounter project related to the module. One

student developed a leaflet on nutrition for a teenage pregnant mother.

Two students devel*Pt state projects display, "Drug Abused

the Teenage Mother".

143
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4.

Other students planned to enter -skill events using knowledge and

skills they learned in the module--Copiq with Crisis and Home Economics

'-Team Demonstration.

The class president led the class chapter in a reflection activity,

on what they

activities.

414

ned from their classroom experienCes and FHA/HERO

144,'
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OHIO

flb

/4- FHA/HERO ROURCEIS

. Ohio FHA/HERO Chapter Handbook

Availa4le Fall, 1983. 'order and purchase through the Ohio State
Instructional Materials Lab, Ohio State University, 1885 Neil
Avenue, Room 112, Columbus, Ohio 43210

This handbook contains a detailed list of Ohio FHA/HERO
resources.

. "FHA/HERO Packet"

Available free to all affiliated FHA/HERO chapters and new
advitors at the August Vocational Homeirebnomics State
Teachers' Conference or on request from the Vocational Home
Economics Section, Ohio Department of Education. The packet
includes the current Ohio FHA/HERO Information and Forms
0 oklet, the current state goals, projects and information
o e fn the school year.

FHA/HERO Rally t'anual

This manual contrains all recognition achievement activities
judged at the,MarchyRegional Rallies, i.e., skill events,
Award of Merit, State Degree and FHA/HtRO State Representa-
tive. Applicationi for these events are due, postmarked by
December 1, at the State Office building. .Contact the
Vocational Home Economics Section, Ohio Department'of
Education, 65 South Front Street, Room 912, Columbus, Ohio
43215, phone (614) 462-6838, for details on how to dbtain.

. Parliamentary Procedure HandbookA Guide to Chapter Meetings

A handbook designed for each member to have their own copy or
to use as a classroom set of resource' booklets. The booklet
shows how to organize chapter meetingr and use basic parlia-
mentary procedure'. 'Order and purchase from The Ohio, State
Instructional Materials LaU, Ohio State University, 1885 Neil
Avenue, Room 112, Columbus, Ohio 43210

NATIONAL

. Handbook for Yodth-Centered Leadership

The National handbook is available through the National

FHA/HERO Headquarters. Future Homemakers of America, National
Headquarters and Leadership Center, 1910 Association Drive.

Reston, Virginia 22091

. Fli 1.6Mtts
Sent to all affiliated FHA/HERO chapters yearly, or available'

on request from the FHA/HERO National Headquarters.

The "Catalog of Publications" lists and describes all publi-

cations and resource materials available for sale ,from the

National FHA/HERO Headquarters.
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